
Comparing adp-height1.pdf

The square above should be 50 pixels tall The square above should be 50 pixels tall



Comparing adp-height2.pdf

The square above should be 100 pixels tall The square above should be 100 pixels tall



Comparing adp-height3.pdf

The square above should be 200 pixels tall The square above should be 200 pixels tall



Comparing adp-width1.pdf

This paragraph should be fifty pixels wide. This is extra text to ensure that this will be a fair test of the width
property.



Comparing adp-width2.pdf

This paragraph should be 200 pixels wide. This is extra text to ensure that this will be a fair test of the width
property.



Comparing adp-width3.pdf

This paragraph should be 400 pixels wide. This is extra text to ensure that this will be a fair test of the width
property.



Comparing adp-width4.pdf

This paragraph should be set to a width of 0.5in. This is extra text to ensure that this will be a fair test of the width
property.



Comparing bcfobackground1.pdf

The "background-color"
property of this block
container was set to
"yellow".

The "background-color" property of this block container was
set to "yellow".



Comparing bcfobackground2.pdf

The "background-color"
property of this block
container was set to
"inherit" (set to "yellow" at
parent).

The "background-color" property of this block container was
set to "inherit" (set to "yellow" at parent).



Comparing bcfobordercolor1.pdf

The border color
properties of this block
container were all set to
"red".

The border color properties of this block container were all
set to "red".



Comparing bcfobordercolor2.pdf

The border color
properties of this block
container were set to "red"
(before),"blue"
(after),"yellow"(start) and
"green"(end).

The border color properties of this block container were set
to "red" (before),"blue" (after),"yellow"(start) and
"green"(end).



Comparing bcfobordercolor3.pdf

The border color
properties of this block
container were set to
"inherit" (set at parent to:
"red").

The border color properties of this block container were set
to "inherit" (set at parent to: "red").



Comparing bcfobordercolor4.pdf

The "border-before-color"
property of this block
container was set to
"inherit" (set at parent to
"red", all others are
"green").

The "border-before-color" property of this block container
was set to "inherit" (set at parent to "red", all others are
"green").



Comparing bcfobordercolor5.pdf

The "border-after-color"
property of this block
container was set to
"inherit" (set at parent to
"red", all others are
"green").

The "border-after-color" property of this block container was
set to "inherit" (set at parent to "red", all others are "green").



Comparing bcfobordercolor6.pdf

The "border-start-color"
property of this block
container was set to
"inherit" (set at parent to
"red", all others are
"green").

The "border-start-color" property of this block container was
set to "inherit" (set at parent to "red", all others are "green").



Comparing bcfobordercolor7.pdf

The "border-end-color"
property of this block
container was set to
"inherit" (set at parent to
"red", all others are
"green").

The "border-end-color" property of this block container was
set to "inherit" (set at parent to "red", all others are "green").



Comparing bcfoborderstyle1.pdf

The border style properties
of this block container
were set to "dotted"

The border style properties of this block container were set
to "dotted"



Comparing bcfoborderstyle10.pdf

The "border-before-style"
property of this block
container was set to
"inherit" (set at parent to
"dotted", all others are
"solid").

The "border-before-style" property of this block container
was set to "inherit" (set at parent to "dotted", all others are
"solid").



Comparing bcfoborderstyle11.pdf

The "border-after-style"
property of this block
container was set to
"inherit" (set at parent to
"dotted", all others are
"solid").

The "border-after-style" property of this block container was
set to "inherit" (set at parent to "dotted", all others are
"solid").



Comparing bcfoborderstyle12.pdf

The "border-start-style"
property of this block
container was set to
"inherit" (set at parent to
"dotted", all others are
"solid").

The "border-start-style" property of this block container was
set to "inherit" (set at parent to "dotted", all others are
"solid").



Comparing bcfoborderstyle13.pdf

The "border-end-style"
property of this block
container was set to
"inherit" (set at parent to
"dotted", all others are
"solid").

The "border-end-style" property of this block container was
set to "inherit" (set at parent to "dotted", all others are
"solid").



Comparing bcfoborderstyle2.pdf

The border style properties
of this block container
were set to "dashed"

The border style properties of this block container were set
to "dashed"



Comparing bcfoborderstyle3.pdf

The border style properties
of this block container
were set to "double"

The border style properties of this block container were set
to "double"



Comparing bcfoborderstyle4.pdf

The border style properties
of this block container
were set to "groove".

The border style properties of this block container were set
to "groove".



Comparing bcfoborderstyle5.pdf

The border style properties
of this block container
were set to "ridge".

The border style properties of this block container were set
to "ridge".



Comparing bcfoborderstyle6.pdf

The border style properties
of this block container
were set to "inset".

The border style properties of this block container were set
to "inset".



Comparing bcfoborderstyle7.pdf

The border style properties
of this block container
were set to "outset".

The border style properties of this block container were set
to "outset".



Comparing bcfoborderstyle8.pdf

The border style properties
of this block container
were set to "solid".

The border style properties of this block container were set
to "solid".



Comparing bcfoborderstyle9.pdf

The border style properties
of this block container
were set to "inherit" (set at
parent to "solid").

The border style properties of this block container were set
to "inherit" (set at parent to "solid").



Comparing bcfoborderwidth1.pdf

The border width
properties of this block
container were set to
"0.3in".

The border width properties of this block container were set
to "0.3in".



Comparing bcfoborderwidth2.pdf

The border width
properties of this block
container were set to
"thin".

The border width properties of this block container were set
to "thin".



Comparing bcfoborderwidth3.pdf

The border width
properties of this block
container were set to
"medium".

The border width properties of this block container were set
to "medium".



Comparing bcfoborderwidth4.pdf

The border width
properties of this block
container were set to
"thick".

The border width properties of this block container were set
to "thick".



Comparing bcfoborderwidth5.pdf

The border width
properties of this block
container were set to
"thick" and no before and
after border style.

The border width properties of this block container were set
to "thick" and no before and after border style.



Comparing bcfobreakafter1.pdf

This test generate two pages. This text appear on the first
page
This text appear on the second page.



Comparing bcfobreakafter2.pdf

This test generate two pages. This text appear on the first
page
This text appear on the second page.



Comparing bcfobreakafter3.pdf

This test generate four pages (page number three should be
empty). This text appear on the first page
This text appear on the second page.This text appear on the fourth page.



Comparing bcfobreakafter4.pdf

This test generate three pages (page number two should be
empty). This text appear on the first page
This text appear on the third page.



Comparing bcfobreakafter5.pdf

This test generate three pages. This text appear on the first
page
This text appear on the second page.This text appear on the third page.



Comparing bcfobreakbefore1.pdf

This test generate two pages. This text appear on the first
page.
This text appear on the second page.



Comparing bcfobreakbefore2.pdf

This test generate two pages. This text appear on the first
page.
This text appear on the second page.



Comparing bcfobreakbefore3.pdf

This test generate four pages (page number three should be
blank). This text appear on the first page.
This text appear on the second page.This text appear on the fourth page.



Comparing bcfobreakbefore4.pdf

This test generate three pages (page number two should be
blank). This text appear on the first page.
This text appear on the third page.



Comparing bcfoorientation180.pdf

This text should be rotated 180 degrees



Comparing bcfoorientation270.pdf

T
his

text
should
berotated
270
degrees



Comparing bcfoorientation90.pdf
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Comparing bcfoorientationneg180.pdf

This text should be rotated -180 degrees



Comparing bcfoorientationneg270.pdf

This text should be rotated -270 degrees



Comparing bcfoorientationneg90.pdf

This text should be rotated -90 degrees



Comparing blrp-heightoflines1.pdf

This paragraph should have a font size of 14px and a line height of 20px. This means that the lines

of text within it should be separated by six pixels, three of which are part of the line-box of each

line. Any images within the paragraph should increase the height of the line-box so that they fit

within the line box, such as . This is additional text to make sure that there is enough room left

below the image so that this line does not hit the image that is text-top aligned. (NOTE:

vertical-align not used here, so may affect result)

This paragraph should have a font size of 14px and a line height of 20px. This means that the lines

of text within it should be separated by six pixels, three of which are part of the line-box of each

line. Any images within the paragraph should increase the height of the line-box so that they fit

within the line box, such as . This is additional text to make sure

that there is enough room left below the image so that this line does not hit the image that is text-

top aligned. (NOTE: vertical-align not used here, so may affect result)



Comparing blrp-heightoflines2.pdf

This paragraph should have a font size of 14px and a line height of 20px. This means that the lines
of text within it should be separated by six pixels. Any images within the paragraph should
increase the height of the line-box so that they fit, including their left padding (5px), left border
(10px) and left margins (5px) within the line box, such as . This is additional text to make sure

that there is enough room left below the image so that this line does not hit the image that is
text-top aligned. It is the outer edge of the margin that should be text-bottom and text-top aligned
in this paragraph, so for the first image the bottom border of the image should begin 15px above
the bottom of the text.(NOTE: vertical-align not used here, so may affect result)

This paragraph should have a font size of 14px and a line height of 20px. This means that the lines
of text within it should be separated by six pixels. Any images within the paragraph should
increase the height of the line-box so that they fit, including their left padding (5px), left border

(10px) and left margins (5px) within the line box, such as . This is additional text to
make sure that there is enough room left below the image so that this line does not hit the image
that is text-top aligned. It is the outer edge of the margin that should be text-bottom and text-top
aligned in this paragraph, so for the first image the bottom border of the image should begin 15px
above the bottom of the text.(NOTE: vertical-align not used here, so may affect result)



Comparing blrp-line-height1.pdf

This sentence should have a line-height of half an inch, which should cause extra spacing between the lines.



Comparing blrp-line-height10.pdf

This paragraph should have a line-height of 50 pixels in the first section, which should cause extra spacing

between the lines.



Comparing blrp-line-height2.pdf

This sentence should have a line-height of two centimeters, which should cause extra spacing between the lines.



Comparing blrp-line-height3.pdf

This sentence should have a line-height of twenty millimeters, which should cause extra spacing between the lines.



Comparing blrp-line-height4.pdf

This sentence should have a line-height of twenty-four points, which should cause extra spacing between the lines.



Comparing blrp-line-height5.pdf

This sentence should have a line-height of two picas, which should cause extra spacing between the lines.



Comparing blrp-line-height6.pdf

This sentence should have a line-height of two em, which should cause extra spacing between the lines.



Comparing blrp-line-height7.pdf

This sentence should have a line-height of three inches, which should cause extra spacing between the lines.



Comparing blrp-line-height8.pdf

This sentence should have a line-height of twice the font size, which should cause extra spacing between the lines.



Comparing blrp-line-height9.pdf

This sentence should have a line-height of twice the font size, which should cause extra spacing between the lines.



Comparing blrp-text-align1.pdf

This sentence should be left-justified. This sentence should be left-justified.



Comparing blrp-text-align2.pdf

This sentence should be right-justified. This sentence should be right-justified.



Comparing blrp-text-align3.pdf

This sentence should be centered. This sentence should be centered.



Comparing blrp-text-align4.pdf

This sentence should be fully justified, which means that the right and left margins of this paragraph should line up,
no matter how long the paragraph becomes; the exception, of course, is the last line, which should be left-justified
in Western languages.

This sentence should be fully justified, which means that the right and left margins of this paragraph should line up,
no matter how long the paragraph becomes; the exception, of course, is the last line, which should be left-justified
in Western languages.



Comparing blrp-text-indent1.pdf

The first line of this sentence should be indented half an inch. The first line of this sentence should be indented half an inch.



Comparing blrp-text-indent10.pdf

Only the first line of this sentence should be indented half an inch, no matter where the lines might start, and
regardless of any other markup which may be present. Here is some extra text to make this point more clearly.

Only the first line of this sentence should be indented half an inch, no matter where the lines might start, and
regardless of any other markup which may be present. Here is some extra text to make this point more clearly.



Comparing blrp-text-indent2.pdf

The first line of this sentence should be indented two centimeters. The first line of this sentence should be indented two centimeters.



Comparing blrp-text-indent3.pdf

The first line of this sentence should be indented twenty millimeters. The first line of this sentence should be indented twenty millimeters.



Comparing blrp-text-indent4.pdf

The first line of this sentence should be indented twenty-four points. The first line of this sentence should be indented twenty-four points.



Comparing blrp-text-indent5.pdf

The first line of this sentence should be indented two picas. The first line of this sentence should be indented two picas.



Comparing blrp-text-indent6.pdf

The first line of this sentence should be indented two em. The first line of this sentence should be indented two em.



Comparing blrp-text-indent7.pdf

The first line of this sentence should be indented two inches. The first line of this sentence should be indented two inches.



Comparing blrp-text-indent8.pdf

The first line of this sentence should be indented 0.5inches (50% of parent) across the page, but the rest of it
should be flush with the normal left margin of the page.



Comparing blrp-text-indent9.pdf

The first line of this sentence should be indented 25 pixels, but the rest of it should be flush with the normal left
margin of the page.

The first line of this sentence should be indented 25 pixels, but the rest of it should be flush with the normal left
margin of the page.



Comparing cas-cascading1.pdf

"This span element" should be gray (inheriting from parent element, which is gray. "This span element" should be gray (inheriting from parent element, which is gray.



Comparing cas-cascading2.pdf

"This span element" should be red (overriding color of parent element, which is gray. "This span element" should be red (overriding color of parent element, which is gray.



Comparing cas-cascading3.pdf

"This span element" should be green (which overrides color of parent element, which is gray). "This span element" should be green (which overrides color of parent element, which is gray).



Comparing cas-cascading4.pdf

This gray paragraph contains a span element. This span element should be green. Here is some more text of the
paragraph.

This gray paragraph contains a span element. This span element should be green. Here is some more text of the
paragraph. 



Comparing cbpbp-background-color1.pdf

This element's background should be green. This element's background should be green.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color10.pdf

This element's background should be maroon. This element's background should be maroon.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color11.pdf

This element's background should be navy. This element's background should be navy.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color12.pdf

This element's background should be olive. This element's background should be olive.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color13.pdf

This element's background should be purple. This element's background should be purple.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color14.pdf

This element's background should be silver. This element's background should be silver.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color15.pdf

This element's background should be teal. This element's background should be teal.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color16.pdf

This element's background should be yellow. This element's background should be yellow.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color2.pdf

This element's background should be red. This element's background should be red.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color3.pdf

This element should allow the document's background to shine through. This element should allow the document's background to shine through.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color4.pdf

This element's background should be aqua. This element's background should be aqua.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color5.pdf

This element's background should be black (lettering should be yellow). This element's background should be black (lettering should be yellow).



Comparing cbpbp-background-color6.pdf

This element's background should be blue. This element's background should be blue.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color7.pdf

This element's background should be fuchsia. This element's background should be fuchsia.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color8.pdf

This element's background should be gray. This element's background should be gray.



Comparing cbpbp-background-color9.pdf

This element's background should be lime. This element's background should be lime.



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom-inline1.pdf

This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-bottom
purple double 10px, which should have a 10-pixel purple double bottom border. The line-height of the parent
element should not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-bottom
purple double 10px, which should have a 10-pixel purple double bottom border. The line-height of the parent
element should not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom-inline2.pdf

This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-bottom
purple thin solid, which should have a thin purple solid bottom border. The line-height of the parent element should
not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-bottom
purple thin solid, which should have a thin purple solid bottom border. The line-height of the parent element should
not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom-width-inline1.pdf

This element has a border bottom width of 25px and border-style of solid. However, it contains an inline element of
border-bottom-width thin and border-style solid, which should result in a thin solid border on the bottom side of
each box in the inline element (and the UA's default border on the other three sides).

 This element has a border bottom width of 25px and border-style of solid. However, it contains an  inline element
of border-bottom-width thin and border-style solid, which should result in a thin solid border on the bottom side of each
box in the inline element (and the UA's default border on the other three sides).



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom-width-inline2.pdf

This element has a border bottom width of 25px and border-style of solid. There is an inline element of
border-bottom-width 25px, which should have no bottom border width or visible bottom border because it was set
to "none".

 This element has a border bottom width of 25px and border-style of solid. There is an inline element of border-
bottom-width 25px, which should have no bottom border width or visible bottom border because it was set to
"none".



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom-width1.pdf

This element should have a bottom border width of zero inches.
This is a reference line for the property tested above.

This element should have a bottom border width of zero inches.
This is a reference line for the property tested above.



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom-width2.pdf

This element should have a bottom border width of 50 pixels. This element should have a bottom border width of 50 pixels.



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom-width3.pdf

This element should have a bottom border width of thick. This element should have a bottom border width of thick.



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom-width4.pdf

This element should have a medium bottom border width. This element should have a medium bottom border width.



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom-width5.pdf

This element should have a thin bottom border width. This element should have a thin bottom border width.



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom-width6.pdf

This element should have no border and no "extra padding" on its bottom side, because no border-style was set. This element should have no border and no "extra padding" on its bottom side, because no border-style was set.



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom-width7.pdf

This element should have a bottom border width of 0. This element should have a bottom border width of 0.



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom1.pdf

This element should have a purple, double, 10-pixel bottom border. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a purple, double, 10-pixel bottom border. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-bottom2.pdf

This element should have a thin purple bottom border. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thin purple bottom border. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-color-inline1.pdf

This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-color purple
solid, which should have a purple medium-width solid border. The line-height of the parent element should not
change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an  inline element of border-color
purple solid, which should have a purple medium-width solid border. The line-height of the parent element should
not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-color-inline2.pdf

This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-color purple
solid, which should have a purple medium-width solid border. The line-height of the parent element should not
change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here. The "medium-width" is explicit.

 This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an  inline element of border-color
purple solid, which should have a purple medium-width solid border. The line-height of the parent element should
not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here. The "medium-width" is explicit.



Comparing cbpbp-border-color-inline3.pdf

This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-color "purple
green blue yellow" solid, which should have a purple-green-blue-yellow medium-width solid border. The line-height
of the parent element should not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here. The
"medium-width" is explicit.

 This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an  inline element of border-color
"purple green blue yellow" solid, which should have a purple-green-blue-yellow medium-width solid border. The line-
height of the parent element should not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here. The
"medium-width" is explicit.



Comparing cbpbp-border-color1.pdf

This element should have a purple border surrounding it. Individual properties are being tested here. This element should have a purple border surrounding it. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-color2.pdf

This element should have a medium width purple border surrounding it. Individual properties are used here. This element should have a medium width purple border surrounding it. Individual properties are used here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-color3.pdf

This element should be surrounded by a medium width border which is purple on top, green on the right side, blue
on the bottom, and yellow on the left side. Individual properties are tested here.

This element should be surrounded by a medium width border which is purple on top, green on the right side, blue
on the bottom, and yellow on the left side. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-inline1.pdf

This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border 10px teal
outset, which should result in a 10-pixel outset teal border. The line-height of the parent element should not change
on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an  inline element of border 10px teal
outset, which should result in a 10-pixel outset teal border. The line-height of the parent element should not
change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-inline2.pdf

This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border 10px olive
inset, which should result in a 10-pixel inset olive border. The line-height of the parent element should not change
on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an  inline element of border 10px
olive inset, which should result in a 10-pixel inset olive border. The line-height of the parent element should not
change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-left-inline1.pdf

This paragraph has a background color of gray and a 20-pixel left margin, and it contains an inline element of
border-left purple double 10px, which should have a 10-pixel purple double left border. The line-height of the
parent element should not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This paragraph has a background color of gray and a 20-pixel left margin, and it contains an  inline element of
border-left purple double 10px, which should have a 10-pixel purple double left border. The line-height of the parent
element should not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-left-inline2.pdf

This paragraph has a background color of gray and a 20-pixel left margin, and it contains an inline element of
border-left purple solid thin, which should have a thin purple solid left border. The line-height of the parent
element should not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This paragraph has a background color of gray and a 20-pixel left margin, and it contains an  inline element of
border-left purple solid thin, which should have a thin purple solid left border. The line-height of the parent element
should not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-left-width-inline1.pdf

This element has a background color of gray and margin-left of 20px. However, it contains an inline element of
border-left-width thick and border-left-style solid, which should result in a thick solid border on the left side of
the first box in the inline element (and the UA's default border on the other three sides).

 This element has a background color of gray and margin-left of 20px. However, it contains an  inline element of
border-left-width thick and border-left-style solid, which should result in a thick solid border on the left side of the first
box in the inline element (and the UA's default border on the other three sides).



Comparing cbpbp-border-left-width-inline2.pdf

This element has a border left width of 25px and border-style of solid. There is an red inline element of
border-left-width 25px, which should have no left visible border because no border style was set.

 This element has a border left width of 25px and border-style of solid. There is an red inline element of border-left-
width 25px, which should have no left visible border because no border style was set.



Comparing cbpbp-border-left-width1.pdf

This element should have a left border width of zero inches. This element should have a left border width of zero inches.



Comparing cbpbp-border-left-width2.pdf

This element should have a left border width of 50 pixels, which will become more obvious if the element is more
than one line long.

This element should have a left border width of 50 pixels, which will become more obvious if the element is more
than one line long.



Comparing cbpbp-border-left-width3.pdf

This element should have a left border width of thick, which will become more obvious if the element is more than
one line long.

This element should have a left border width of thick, which will become more obvious if the element is more than
one line long.



Comparing cbpbp-border-left-width4.pdf

This element should have a medium left border width, which will be more obvious if the element is more than one
line long.

This element should have a medium left border width, which will be more obvious if the element is more than one
line long.



Comparing cbpbp-border-left-width5.pdf

This element should have a thin left border width, which will become more obvious if the element is more than one
line long.

This element should have a thin left border width, which will become more obvious if the element is more than one
line long.



Comparing cbpbp-border-left-width6.pdf

This element should have no border and no "extra padding" on its left side, because no border-style was set (left
border width is 25px).

This element should have no border and no "extra padding" on its left side, because no border-style was set (left
border width is 25px).



Comparing cbpbp-border-left1.pdf

This element should have a purple, double, 10-pixel left border. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a purple, double, 10-pixel left border. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-left2.pdf

This element should have a thin purple left border. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thin purple left border. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-right-inline1.pdf

This paragraph has a background color of gray and a 20-pixel right margin, and it contains an inline element of
border-right purple double 10px, which should have a 10-pixel purple double right border. The line-height of the
parent element should not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This paragraph has a background color of gray and a 20-pixel right margin, and it contains an inline element of
border-right purple double 10px, which should have a 10-pixel purple double right border. The line-height of the
parent element should not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-right-inline2.pdf

This paragraph has a background color of gray and a 20-pixel right margin, and it contains an inline element of
border-right purple solid thin, which should have a thin purple solid right border. The line-height of the parent
element should not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This paragraph has a background color of gray and a 20-pixel right margin, and it contains an inline element of
border-right purple solid thin, which should have a thin purple solid right border. The line-height of the parent element
should not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-right-width-inline1.pdf

This element has a border right width of 25px and border-style of solid. However, it contains an inline element of
border-right-width thin and border-style solid, which should result in a thin solid border on the right side of the last
box of the inline element (and the UA's default border on the other three sides).

 This element has a border right width of 25px and border-style of solid. However, it contains an  inline element of
border-right-width thin and border-style solid, which should result in a thin solid border on the right side of the last box
of the inline element (and the UA's default border on the other three sides).



Comparing cbpbp-border-right-width-inline2.pdf

This element has a border right width of 25px and border-style of solid. There is an inline element of
border-right-width 25px, which should have no right border width or visible border because no border style was set.

 This element has a border right width of 25px and border-style of solid. There is an inline element of border-right-
width 25px, which should have no right border width or visible border because no border style was set.



Comparing cbpbp-border-right-width1.pdf

This element should have a right border width of zero inches. This element should have a right border width of zero inches.



Comparing cbpbp-border-right-width2.pdf

This element should have a right border width of 25 pixels, which will become more obvious if the element is more
than one line long.

This element should have a right border width of 25 pixels, which will become more obvious if the element is more
than one line long.



Comparing cbpbp-border-right-width3.pdf

This element should have a right border width of thick, which will become more obvious if the element is more than
one line long.

This element should have a right border width of thick, which will become more obvious if the element is more than
one line long.



Comparing cbpbp-border-right-width4.pdf

This element should have a medium right border width, which will be more obvious if the element is more than one
line long.

This element should have a medium right border width, which will be more obvious if the element is more than one
line long.



Comparing cbpbp-border-right-width5.pdf

This element should have a thin right border width, which will become more obvious if the element is more than
one line long.

This element should have a thin right border width, which will become more obvious if the element is more than
one line long.



Comparing cbpbp-border-right-width6.pdf

This element should have no border and no "extra padding" on its right side, because no border-style was set. This element should have no border and no "extra padding" on its right side, because no border-style was set.



Comparing cbpbp-border-right1.pdf

This element should have a purple, double, 10-pixel right border. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a purple, double, 10-pixel right border. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-right2.pdf

This element should have a thin purple right border. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thin purple right border. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style-inline1.pdf

This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-style dashed
black thick, which should have a thick black dashed border. The line-height of the parent element should not
change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an  inline element of border-style
dashed black thick, which should have a thick black dashed border. The line-height of the parent element should not
change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style-inline2.pdf

This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-style groove
red thick, which should have a thick red groove border. The line-height of the parent element should not change on
any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an  inline element of border-style
groove red thick, which should have a thick red groove border. The line-height of the parent element should not
change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style-inline3.pdf

This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-style none
purple thick, which should have no border at all. The line-height of the parent element should not change on any
line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-style none
purple thick, which should have no border at all. The line-height of the parent element should not change on any
line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style1.pdf

This element should have a thick black dotted border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thick black dotted border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style10.pdf

This element should have, in clockwise order from the top, a double, grooved, ridged, and inset thick border. The
color of all four sides should be based on purple. Individual properties are being tested here.

This element should have, in clockwise order from the top, a double, grooved, ridged, and inset thick border. The
color of all four sides should be based on purple. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style11.pdf

This element should have no border at all. Individual properties are being tested here. This element should have no border at all. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style2.pdf

This element should have a thick black dashed border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thick black dashed border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style3.pdf

This element should have a thick black solid border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thick black solid border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style4.pdf

This element should have a thick black double border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thick black double border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style5.pdf

This element should have a thick olive groove border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thick olive groove border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style6.pdf

This element should have a thick olive ridge border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thick olive ridge border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style7.pdf

This element should have a thick olive inset border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thick olive inset border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style8.pdf

This element should have a thick olive outset border all the way around. Individual properties are being tested here. This element should have a thick olive outset border all the way around. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-style9.pdf

This element should have thick double top and bottom borders, and thick grooved side borders. The color of all four
sides should be based on purple. Individual properties are being tested here.

This element should have thick double top and bottom borders, and thick grooved side borders. The color of all four
sides should be based on purple. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-top-inline1.pdf

This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-top purple
double 10px, which should have a 10-pixel purple double top border. The line-height of the parent element should
not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-top purple
double 10px, which should have a 10-pixel purple double top border. The line-height of the parent element should
not change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-top-inline2.pdf

This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-top purple
thin solid, which should have a thin purple solid top border. The line-height of the parent element should not
change on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This is an unstyled element, save for the background color, and containing an inline element of border-top purple
thin solid, which should have a thin purple solid top border. The line-height of the parent element should not change
on any line. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-top-width-inline1.pdf

This element has a border top width of 25px and border-style of solid. However, it contains an inline element of
border-top-width thin and border-style solid, which should result in a thin solid border on the top side of each box in
the inline element (and the UA's default border on the other three sides).

 This element has a border top width of 25px and border-style of solid. However, it contains an inline element of
border-top-width thin and border-style solid, which should result in a thin solid border on the top side of each box in
the inline element (and the UA's default border on the other three sides).



Comparing cbpbp-border-top-width-inline2.pdf

This element has a border top width of 25px and border-style of solid. There is an inline element of
border-top-width 25px, which should have no top border width or visible border because no border style was set.

 This element has a border top width of 25px and border-style of solid. There is an inline element of border-top-
width 25px, which should have no top border width or visible border because no border style was set.



Comparing cbpbp-border-top-width1.pdf

This is a reference line for the property tested below.
This element should have a top border width of zero inches.

This is a reference line for the property tested below.
This element should have a top border width of zero inches.



Comparing cbpbp-border-top-width2.pdf

This element should have a top border width of 25 pixels.

This element should have a top border width of 25 pixels.



Comparing cbpbp-border-top-width3.pdf

This element should have a top border width of thick. This element should have a top border width of thick.



Comparing cbpbp-border-top-width4.pdf

This element should have a medium top border width. This element should have a medium top border width.



Comparing cbpbp-border-top-width5.pdf

This element should have a thin top border width. This element should have a thin top border width.



Comparing cbpbp-border-top-width6.pdf

This element should have no border and no "extra padding" on its top side, because no border-style was set. This element should have no border and no "extra padding" on its top side, because no border-style was set.



Comparing cbpbp-border-top1.pdf

This element should have a purple, double, 10-pixel top border. Individual properties are tested here.
This element should have a purple, double, 10-pixel top border. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-top2.pdf

This element should have a thin purple top border. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thin purple top border. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-width-inline1.pdf

This element has a border-width of 25px and border-style of solid. However, it contains an inline element of
border-width thin and border-style solid, which should result in a thin solid border on each side of each box in the
inline element. Individual properties are being tested here.

 This element has a border-width of 25px and border-style of solid. However, it contains an  inline element of
border-width thin and border-style solid, which should result in a thin solid border on each side of each box in the
inline element. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-width-inline2.pdf

This element has a border-width of 25px and border-style of solid. However, it contains an inline element of
border-width 25px, which should have no border width because no border style was set. Individual properties are
being tested here.

 This element has a border-width of 25px and border-style of solid. However, it contains an inline element of
border-width 25px, which should have no border width because no border style was set. Individual properties are
being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-width1.pdf

This element should have a border width of zero inches. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a border width of zero inches. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-width2.pdf

This element should have an overall border width of 50 pixels. Individual properties are tested here.

This element should have an overall border width of 50 pixels. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-width3.pdf

This element should have an overall border width of thick. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have an overall border width of thick. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-width4.pdf

This element should have an overall border width of medium. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have an overall border width of medium. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-width5.pdf

This element should have a thin overall border width. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thin overall border width. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border-width6.pdf

This element should have no border and no "extra padding" on any side, because no border-style was set.
Individual properties are tested here.

This element should have no border and no "extra padding" on any side, because no border-style was set.
Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border1.pdf

This element should have a medium black solid border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a medium black solid border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border2.pdf

This element should have a thin maroon ridged border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a thin maroon ridged border all the way around. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border3.pdf

This element should have a ten-pixel wide teal outset border all the way around. Individual properties are tested
here.

This element should have a ten-pixel wide teal outset border all the way around. Individual properties are tested
here.



Comparing cbpbp-border4.pdf

This element should have a ten-pixel wide olive inset border all the way around. Individual properties are tested
here.

This element should have a ten-pixel wide olive inset border all the way around. Individual properties are tested
here.



Comparing cbpbp-border5.pdf

This element should have no border around it, as the border-style was not set, and it should not be offset in any
way. Individual properties are tested here.

This element should have no border around it, as the border-style was not set, and it should not be offset in any
way. Individual properties are tested here. 



Comparing cbpbp-border6.pdf

This element should have a medium maroon double border around it, even though "border-width" (complete
property) was not explicitly set. Individual properties are tested here.

This element should have a medium maroon double border around it, even though "border-width" (complete
property) was not explicitly set. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-border7.pdf

This element should have no border around it, as its declaration is invalid and should be ignored. Individual
properties are tested here.

This element should have no border around it, as its declaration is invalid and should be ignored. Individual
properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-margin1.pdf

This element has a margin of zero inches. Individual properties are tested here. This element has a margin of zero inches. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-margin10.pdf

This element should have an overall margin of -10px, which should make it wider than usual as well as shift it upward
and pull subsequent text up toward it, and a light blue background. In all other respects, however, the element should
be normal. Individual properties are tested here.

This element should have an overall margin of -10px, which should make it wider than usual as well as shift it
upward and pull subsequent text up toward it, and a light blue background. In all other respects, however, the
element should be normal. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-margin11.pdf

This element should have a margin of 1.5in. Individual properties are
tested here.

This element should have a margin of 1.5in. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-margin2.pdf

This element should have an overall margin of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to
test. Individual properties are tested here.

This element should have an overall margin of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to test. Individual
properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-margin3.pdf

This element should have a margin of 10px. Individual properties are being tested here. This element should have a margin of 10px. Individual properties are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-margin4.pdf

This element should have an overall margin of 25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to test.
Individual properties are tested here.

This element should have an overall margin of 25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to test. Individual
properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-margin5.pdf

This element should have a margin of 3em. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a margin of 3em. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-margin6.pdf

This element should have an overall margin of 5em, which will require extra text in order to
test. Individual properties are tested here.

This element should have an overall margin of 5em, which will require extra text in order to test. Individual
properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-margin7.pdf

This element should have a margin of 50px. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a margin of 50px. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-margin8.pdf

This element should have an overall margin of 1cm. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have an overall margin of 1cm. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-margin9.pdf

This element should have a margin of 100px. Individual properties are tested
here.

This element should have a margin of 100px. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-bottom-inline1.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of
padding-bottom 25px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a 25px bottom padding. Padding
on inline elements do not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same
line-height. There may be implementation-specific limits on how much of the padding the user agent is able to
display.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding-
bottom 25px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a 25px bottom padding. Padding on inline
elements do not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height. There
may be implementation-specific limits on how much of the padding the user agent is able to display.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-bottom-inline2.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of
padding-bottom 1mm and background-color of red, giving it a red background and 1mm bottom padding. Padding
on inline elements does not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same
line-height.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding-
bottom 1mm and background-color of red, giving it a red background and 1mm bottom padding. Padding on inline elements
does not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-bottom1.pdf

This element should have a bottom padding of zero inches.
This is a reference line for the above tested property.

This element should have a bottom padding of zero inches.
This is a reference line for the above tested property.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-bottom2.pdf

This element should have a bottom padding of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).

This element should have a bottom padding of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-bottom3.pdf

This element should have a bottom padding of 25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).

This element should have a bottom padding of 25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-bottom4.pdf

This element should have a bottom padding of 5 em, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the content
background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).

This element should have a bottom padding of 5 em, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the content
background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-bottom5.pdf

This element should have a bottom padding of 25%, which is calculated with respect to the width of the parent
element. This will require extra text in order to test. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua
(light blue).

This element should have a bottom padding of 25%, which is calculated with respect to the width of the parent
element. This will require extra text in order to test. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua
(light blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-bottom6.pdf

This element has a bottom padding of 0 inches.
This is a reference line for the property tested above.

This element has a bottom padding of 0 inches.
This is a reference line for the property tested above.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-bottom7.pdf

This element should have 50pt bottom padding. Both the content background and the normal padding should be
aqua (light blue).

This element should have 50pt bottom padding. Both the content background and the normal padding should be
aqua (light blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-inline1.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding
25px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a 25px padding. Padding on inline elements
does not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height. There may be
implementation-specific limits on how much of the padding the user agent is able to display above and below each
line. However, there should be at least 25px of padding to the left side of the inline box in the first line it appears,
and 25px of padding to the right side of the inline element box in the last line where it appears. Individual properties
are being tested here.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of
padding 25px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a 25px padding. Padding on inline elements
does not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height. There may be
implementation-specific limits on how much of the padding the user agent is able to display above and below each
line. However, there should be at least 25px of padding to the left side of the inline box in the first line it appears,
and 25px of padding to the right side of the inline element box in the last line where it appears. Individual properties
are being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-inline2.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding
0.3pc and background-color of red, giving it a red background and 0.3pc padding. Padding on inline elements does
not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height. Individual properties
are being tested here.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding
0.3pc and background-color of red, giving it a red background and 0.3pc padding. Padding on inline elements does not
affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height. Individual properties are
being tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-left-inline1.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding-left
25px and background-color of red, which should result in 25-pixel left padding (which should also be red) only in
the first line in which the inline box appears.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of
padding-left 25px and background-color of red, which should result in 25-pixel left padding (which should also be red)
only in the first line in which the inline box appears.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-left-inline2.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding-left
40mm and background-color of red, which should result in 4omm left padding (which should also be red) only in the
first line in which the inline box appears.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline
element of padding-left 40mm and background-color of red, which should result in 4omm left padding (which should
also be red) only in the first line in which the inline box appears.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-left1.pdf

This element should have left padding of 0 inches. This element should have left padding of 0 inches.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-left2.pdf

This element should have a left padding of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).

This element should have a left padding of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-left3.pdf

This element should have a left padding of 25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the content
background and teh padding should be aqua (light blue).

This element should have a left padding of 25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and teh padding should be aqua (light blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-left4.pdf

This element should have a left padding of 5 em, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the content
background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).

This element should have a left padding of 5 em, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-left5.pdf

This element should have a left padding of 25%, which is calculated with respect to the width of the parent element.
Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).

This element should have a left padding of 25%, which is calculated with respect to the width of the parent element.
Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-left6.pdf

This element should have 80mm left padding. Both the content background and the normal padding should be
aqua (light blue).

This element should have 80mm left padding. Both the content
background and the normal padding should be aqua (light blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-right-inline1.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of
padding-right 25px and background-color of red, which should result in 25-pixel right padding (which should also be
red) only in the last line in which the inline box appears.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding-
right 25px and background-color of red, which should result in 25-pixel right padding (which should also be red)
only in the last line in which the inline box appears.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-right-inline2.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of
padding-right 80pt and background-color of red, which should result in 80pt right padding, in the last line in which
the inline box appears.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding-
right 80pt and background-color of red, which should result in 80pt right padding, in the last line in
which the inline box appears.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-right1.pdf

This element should have a right padding of zero inches. This element should have a right padding of zero inches.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-right2.pdf

This element should have a right padding of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). The text has been right-aligned in order to make

the right padding easier to see.

This element should have a right padding of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to test. Both
the content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). The text has been right-aligned in order

to make the right padding easier to see.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-right3.pdf

This element should have a right padding of 25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the content
background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). The text has been right-aligned in order to make the right

padding easier to see.

This element should have a right padding of 25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). The text has been right-aligned in order to

make the right padding easier to see.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-right4.pdf

This element should have a right padding of 5 em, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the content
background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). The text has been right-aligned in order to make the right

padding easier to see.

This element should have a right padding of 5 em, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). The text has been right-aligned in

order to make the right padding easier to see.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-right5.pdf

This element should have a right padding of 25% (.25 inches), which is calculated with respect to the width of the
generating box. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). The text has been right-

aligned in order to make the right padding easier to see.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-right6.pdf

This element should have 3pc right padding. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light
blue). Some extra text here may test this quite effectively.

This element should have 3pc right padding. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua
(light blue). Some extra text here may test this quite effectively.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-top-inline1.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding-top
25px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a 25px top padding. Padding on inline elements
do not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height. There may be
implementation-specific limits on how much of the padding the user agent is able to display.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding-
top 25px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a 25px top padding. Padding on inline elements do not
affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height. There may be
implementation-specific limits on how much of the padding the user agent is able to display.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-top-inline2.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding-top
1mm and background-color of red, giving it a red background and 1mm top padding. Padding on inline elements
does not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of padding-
top 1mm and background-color of red, giving it a red background and 1mm top padding. Padding on inline elements does
not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-top1.pdf

This is a reference line for the property tested below.
This element should have a top padding of 0 inches.

This is a reference line for the property tested below.
This element should have a top padding of 0 inches.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-top2.pdf

This element should have a top padding of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be light blue (aqua).

This element should have a top padding of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be light blue (aqua).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-top3.pdf

This element should have a top padding of 25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the content
background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).

This element should have a top padding of 25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the content
background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-top4.pdf

This element should have a top padding of 5 em, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the content
background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).

This element should have a top padding of 5 em, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the content
background and the padding should be aqua (light blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding-top5.pdf

This element should have a top padding of 25% (.25in), which is calculated with respect to the width of the
containing block. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). This will require extra
text in order to test.



Comparing cbpbp-padding-top6.pdf

This element should have 36pt top padding. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light
blue).

This element should have 36pt top padding. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light
blue).



Comparing cbpbp-padding1.pdf

This element should have a padding of 0, and a background color of silver. Individual properties are tested here. This element should have a padding of 0, and a background color of silver. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-padding2.pdf

This element should have an overall padding of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). Individual properties are tested here.

This element should have an overall padding of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to
test. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). Individual properties
are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-padding3.pdf

This element should have an overall padding of 25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the
content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). Individual properties are tested here.

This element should have an overall padding of 25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to test.
Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). Individual properties are tested
here.



Comparing cbpbp-padding4.pdf

This element should have an overall padding of 5 em, which will require extra text in order to test. Both the content
background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). Individual properties are tested here.

This element should have an overall padding of 5 em, which will require extra text in order to
test. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). Individual
properties are tested here.



Comparing cbpbp-padding5.pdf

This element should have an overall padding of 25%, which is calculated with respect to the width of the parent
element. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). Individual properties are tested
here.

This element should have an overall padding of 25%, which is calculated with respect to the width of the parent
element. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light blue). Individual properties are tested
here.



Comparing cbpbp-padding6.pdf

This element should have 1.5pc padding. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua (light
blue). Individual properties are tested here.

This element should have 1.5pc padding. Both the content background and the padding should be aqua
(light blue). Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cfp-font-family1.pdf

This sentence should be in a serif font. This sentence should be in a serif font.



Comparing cfp-font-family2.pdf

This sentence should be in a sans-serif font. This sentence should be in a sans-serif font.



Comparing cfp-font-family3.pdf

This sentence should be in a cursive font. This sentence should be in a cursive font.



Comparing cfp-font-family4.pdf

This sentence should be in a fantasy font (or the default - for example sans-serif - if fantasy is not supported). This sentence should be in a fantasy font (or the default - for example sans-serif - if fantasy is not supported).



Comparing cfp-font-family5.pdf

This sentence should be in a monospace font. This sentence should be in a monospace font.



Comparing cfp-font-family6.pdf

These sentences should be in a sans-serif font, not fantasy, if fantasy is not supported. Fantasy is the first one in
the list, but if it is not supported, then sans-serif (the second one in the list) should be used, if sans-serif is
supported.

These sentences should be in a sans-serif font, not fantasy, if fantasy is not supported. Fantasy is the first one in the list, but if
it is not supported, then sans-serif (the second one in the list) should be used, if sans-serif is supported.



Comparing cfp-font-family7.pdf

These sentences should be in a monospace font, not serif, if monospace (the first one
in the list) is supported. If monospace is not supported, then serif (the second one
in the list) should be used if supported.

These sentences should be in a monospace font, not serif, if monospace (the first one in the list) is supported. If monospace is
not supported, then serif (the second one in the list) should be used if supported.



Comparing cfp-font-size1.pdf

This sentence has been set to medium, which may or may not be the same size as unstyled text. This sentence has been set to medium, which may or may not be the same size as unstyled text.



Comparing cfp-font-size10.pdf

This sentence should be half an inch
tall.

This sentence should be half an inch
tall.



Comparing cfp-font-size11.pdf

This sentence should be one centimeter tall. This sentence should be one centimeter tall.



Comparing cfp-font-size12.pdf

This sentence should be ten millimeters tall. This sentence should be ten millimeters tall.



Comparing cfp-font-size13.pdf

This sentence should be eighteen points tall. This sentence should be eighteen points tall.



Comparing cfp-font-size14.pdf

This sentence should be one and one half picas tall. This sentence should be one and one half picas tall.



Comparing cfp-font-size15.pdf

This sentence should be two em tall.
This sentence should be two
em tall.



Comparing cfp-font-size16.pdf

This sentence should be 10pt. This sentence should be 10pt.



Comparing cfp-font-size17.pdf

This sentence should be twenty-five pixels tall. This sentence should be twenty-five pixels tall.



Comparing cfp-font-size18.pdf

This font size of this line is set to 10px.

The font size of this line should be set to 200% of 10px (or 20px).
 This font size of this line is set to 10px. 

The font size of this line should be set to 200% of 10px (or 20px).



Comparing cfp-font-size19.pdf

Thissentenceshouldbenormalsize,sincenonegativevaluesareallowedandthereforeshouldbeignored.
This sentence should be normal size, since no negative values are allowed and therefore should be ignored.



Comparing cfp-font-size2.pdf

This sentence should be larger than unstyled text. This sentence should be larger than unstyled text.



Comparing cfp-font-size3.pdf

This sentence should be smaller than unstyled text. This sentence should be smaller than unstyled text.



Comparing cfp-font-size4.pdf

This sentence should be very small. This sentence should be very small.



Comparing cfp-font-size5.pdf

This sentence should be rather small. This sentence should be rather small.



Comparing cfp-font-size6.pdf

This sentence should be small This sentence should be small



Comparing cfp-font-size7.pdf

This sentence should be large This sentence should be large



Comparing cfp-font-size8.pdf

This sentence should be rather large This sentence should be rather large



Comparing cfp-font-size9.pdf

This sentence should be very large This sentence should be very large



Comparing cfp-font-style1.pdf

This paragraph should be in italics. This paragraph should be in italics.



Comparing cfp-font-style2.pdf

This paragraph should be oblique. This paragraph should be oblique.



Comparing cfp-font-style3.pdf

This paragraph should be normal. This paragraph should be normal.



Comparing cfp-font-variant1.pdf

THIS PARAGRAPH SHOULD BE IN SMALL CAPS. This Paragraph Should Be In Small Caps.



Comparing cfp-font-variant2.pdf

This paragraph should be normal. This paragraph should be normal.



Comparing cfp-font-weight1.pdf

This sentence should be bold. This sentence should be bold.



Comparing cfp-font-weight2.pdf

This sentence should be bolder than normal. This sentence should be bolder than normal.



Comparing cfp-font-weight3.pdf

This sentence should be normal (boldface made lighter). This sentence should be normal (boldface made lighter).



Comparing cfp-font-weight4.pdf

This sentence should be weight 100. This sentence should be weight 100.



Comparing cfp-font-weight5.pdf

This sentence should be weight 300. This sentence should be weight 300.



Comparing cfp-font-weight6.pdf

This sentence should be weight 500. This sentence should be weight 500.



Comparing cfp-font-weight7.pdf

This sentence should be weight 700. This sentence should be weight 700.



Comparing cfp-font-weight8.pdf

This sentence should be weight 900. This sentence should be weight 900.



Comparing cfp-font-weight9.pdf

This sentence should be normal. This sentence should be normal.



Comparing cfp-font1.pdf

This element should be unstyled. Default font-size is the "base font-size" referred to in other tests. Individual
properties may be used.

This element should be unstyled. Default font-size is the "base font-size" referred to in other tests. Individual
properties may be used.



Comparing cfp-font10.pdf

This element should be in a sans-serif font, oblique and not

small-caps, with a weight of 700. Its font-size should be 18 pixels, and

its line-height should be 36px (200% this element's font size). Extra text

is included for the purposes of testing this more effectively. Individual

properties are tested here.

This element should be in a sans-serif font, oblique and not small-

caps, with a weight of 700. Its font-size should be 18 pixels, and its

line-height should be 36px (200% this element's font size). Extra text is

included for the purposes of testing this more effectively. Individual

properties are tested here.



Comparing cfp-font11.pdf

This element should be in a

sans-serif font, with a weight of

400. Its font-size should be 80%

of the parent's font-size (50px) ,or

40px, and its line-height should be

2.5 times that. Extra text is

included for the purpose of testing

This element should be in a sans-

serif font, with a weight of 400. Its

font-size should be 80% of the

parent's font-size (50px) ,or 40px,

and its line-height should be 2.5

times that. Extra text is included

for the purpose of testing this



this more effectively. Individual

properties are tested here.

more effectively. Individual

properties are tested here.



Comparing cfp-font2.pdf

THIS ELEMENT SHOULD BE 13PT. HELVETICA WHICH IS IN SMALL-CAP ITALICS. INDIVIDUAL PROPERTIES MAY BE
USED.

This element should be 13pt. Helvetica which is in small-cap italics. Individual properties may be used.



Comparing cfp-font3.pdf

This element should be in serif font. Its font-size

should be 150% of the parent's font size, and its

line-height should be 150% the parent's

line-height. Extra text is included for the purposes

of testing this more effectively.

This element should be in serif font. Its font-size

should be 150% of the parent's font size, and its

line-height should be 150% the parent's line-

height. Extra text is included for the purposes of

testing this more effectively.



Comparing cfp-font4.pdf

This element should be in a sans-serif font. Its font-size should be 150% the containing
block size, and its line-height should be 150% of the containing block. Extra text is included
for the purposes of testing this more effectively.

This element should be in a sans-serif font. Its font-size should be 150% the containing

block size, and its line-height should be 150% of the containing block. Extra text is included

for the purposes of testing this more effectively.



Comparing cfp-font5.pdf

This element should be in a cursive font, 'small' in size, with a line-height of 20px. The actual value of the font-size may be

UA-dependent. Extra text is included for the purposes of testing this more effectively. Individual properties may be used.
This element should be in a cursive font, 'small' in size, with a line-height of 20px. The actual value of the font-size may be

UA-dependent. Extra text is included for the purposes of testing this more effectively. Individual properties may be used.



Comparing cfp-font6.pdf

THIS ELEMENT SHOULD BE IN A SANS-SERIF FONT, ITALICIZED AND SMALL CAPS, WITH A WEIGHT

OF 900. ITS FONT-SIZE SHOULD BE 150% THE CONTAINING BLOCK FONT SIZE, AND ITS

LINE-HEIGHT SHOULD BE 150% OF THE CONTAINING-BLOCK LINE-HEIGHT. EXTRA TEXT IS

INCLUDED FOR THE PURPOSES OF TESTING THIS MORE EFFECTIVELY.

This element should be in a sans-serif font, italicized and small caps, with a weight of

900. Its font-size should be 150% the containing block font size, and its line-height

should be 150% of the containing-block line-height. Extra text is included for the

purposes of testing this more effectively.



Comparing cfp-font7.pdf

THIS ELEMENT SHOULD BE IN A SANS-SERIF FONT, ITALICIZED

AND SMALL CAPS, WITH A WEIGHT OF 100. ITS FONT-SIZE

SHOULD BE 150% THE CONTAINING BLOCK FONT SIZE, AND ITS

LINE-HEIGHT SHOULD BE 300% OF THE FONT-SIZE. EXTRA TEXT

IS INCLUDED FOR THE PURPOSES OF TESTING THIS MORE

EFFECTIVELY.

This element should be in a sans-serif font, italicized and

small caps, with a weight of 100. Its font-size should be

150% the containing block font size, and its line-height

should be 300% of the font-size. Extra text is included for the

purposes of testing this more effectively.



Comparing cfp-font8.pdf

THIS ELEMENT SHOULD BE IN A MONOSPACE FONT, ITALICIZED AND SMALL CAPS, WITH A

WEIGHT OF 900. ITS FONT-SIZE SHOULD BE 150% THE CONTAINING BLOCK FONT-SIZE, AND

ITS LINE-HEIGHT SHOULD BE 2EM. EXTRA TEXT IS INCLUDED FOR THE PURPOSES OF

TESTING THIS MORE EFFECTIVELY.

This element should be in a monospace font, italicized and small

caps, with a weight of 900. Its font-size should be 150% the

containing block font-size, and its line-height should be 2em. Extra

text is included for the purposes of testing this more effectively.



Comparing cfp-font9.pdf

THIS ELEMENT SHOULD BE IN A SANS-SERIF FONT, ITALICIZED AND SMALL CAPS, WITH A WEIGHT

OF 500. ITS FONT-SIZE SHOULD BE 150% THE CONTAINING BLOCK FONT SIZE, AND ITS

LINE-HEIGHT SHOULD BE 1IN. EXTRA TEXT IS INCLUDED FOR THE PURPOSES OF TESTING THIS

MORE EFFECTIVELY.

This element should be in a sans-serif font, italicized and small caps, with a weight of 500.

Its font-size should be 150% the containing block font size, and its line-height should be 1in.

Extra text is included for the purposes of testing this more effectively.



Comparing cmpb-margin-bottom1.pdf

This element has a margin-bottom of zero inches.
This is a reference line for the property tested above.

This element has a margin-bottom of zero inches.
This is a reference line for the property tested above.



Comparing cmpb-margin-bottom2.pdf

This element should have a bottom margin of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to make sure that
the margin isn't applied to each line.

This is a reference line for property set above.

This element should have a bottom margin of half an inch, which will require extra text in order to make sure that
the margin isn't applied to each line.

 This is a reference line for property set above. 



Comparing cmpb-margin-bottom3.pdf

This element should have a space-after of 0.25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to make sure that the
margin isn't applied to each line.
This is a reference line for property set above.

This element should have a space-after of 0.25 pixels, which will require extra text in order to make sure that the
margin isn't applied to each line.
 This is a reference line for property set above. 



Comparing cmpb-margin-bottom4.pdf

This element should have a space-after of 5em.

This is a reference line for property set above.

This element should have a space-after of 5em.

 This is a reference line for property set above. 



Comparing cmpb-margin-bottom5.pdf

This element should have a space-after of 50mm.

This is a reference line for property set above.

This element should have a space-after of 50mm.

 This is a reference line for property set above. 



Comparing cmpb-margin-bottom6.pdf

This element has a space-after of 25px.

This is a reference line for property set above.

This element has a space-after of 25px.

 This is a reference line for property set above. 



Comparing cmpb-margin-bottom7.pdf

This element has a space-after of -10px, which should cause elements after it to be shifted "upward" on the page,
and no top margin. No other styles have been applied to it besides an aqua background. In all other respects, the
element should be normal.This is a reference line for the property set above.

This element has a space-after of -10px, which should cause elements after it to be shifted "upward" on the page,
and no top margin. No other styles have been applied to it besides an aqua background. In all other respects, the
element should be normal. This is a reference line for the property set above. 



Comparing cmpb-margin-bottom8.pdf

This element should have a space of zero (default behavior).
This is a reference line for property set above.

This element should have a space of zero (default behavior).
 This is a reference line for property set above. 



Comparing cmpb-margin-left1.pdf

This element has a margin-left of zero. This element has a margin-left of zero.



Comparing cmpb-margin-left2.pdf

This element should have a margin-left of half an inch. This element should have a margin-left of half an inch.



Comparing cmpb-margin-left3.pdf

This element should have a margin-left of 25 pixels. This element should have a margin-left of 25 pixels.



Comparing cmpb-margin-left4.pdf

This element should have a margin-left of 5em. This element should have a margin-left of 5em.



Comparing cmpb-margin-left5.pdf

This element should have a margin-left of 50mm. This element should have a margin-left of 50mm.



Comparing cmpb-margin-left6.pdf

This element has a left margin of 0px. This element has a left margin of 0px.



Comparing cmpb-margin-left7.pdf

This element has a left margin of -10px. This element has a left margin of -10px.



Comparing cmpb-margin-right1.pdf

This element has a margin-right of zero inches. This element has a margin-right of zero inches.



Comparing cmpb-margin-right2.pdf

This element should have a right margin of half an inch. This element should have a right margin of half an inch.



Comparing cmpb-margin-right3.pdf

This element should have a right margin of 25 pixels. This element should have a right margin of 25 pixels. 



Comparing cmpb-margin-right4.pdf

This element should have a right margin of 5em. This element should have a right margin of 5em.



Comparing cmpb-margin-right5.pdf

This element should have a right margin of 50mm. This element should have a right margin of 50mm.



Comparing cmpb-margin-right6.pdf

This element has a right margin of -10px. This element has a right margin of -10px.



Comparing cmpb-margin-top1.pdf

This is a reference line for the property tested below.
This element has a margin-top of zero inches.

This is a reference line for the property tested below.
This element has a margin-top of zero inches.



Comparing cmpb-margin-top2.pdf

This is a reference line for property set below.

This element should have a space-before of half an inch.

 This is a reference line for property set below. 

This element should have a space-before of half an inch.



Comparing cmpb-margin-top3.pdf

This is a reference line for property set below.

This element should have a space-before of 25 pixels.

 This is a reference line for property set below. 

This element should have a space-before of 25 pixels.



Comparing cmpb-margin-top4.pdf

This is a reference line for property set below.

This element should have a space-before of 5em.

 This is a reference line for property set below. 

This element should have a space-before of 5em.



Comparing cmpb-margin-top5.pdf

This is a reference line for property set below.

This element should have a space-before of 50mm.

 This is a reference line for property set below. 

This element should have a space-before of 50mm.



Comparing cmpb-margin-top6.pdf

This is a reference line for property set below.

This element has a space-before of 25px.

 This is a reference line for property set below. 

This element has a space-before of 25px.



Comparing cmpb-margin-top7.pdf

This is a reference line for property set below.This element has a space-before of -10px.  This is a reference line for property set below. This element has a space-before of -10px.



Comparing cmpi-margin-bottom-inline1.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of
margin-bottom 25px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a 25px bottom margin. Margins
on inline elements do not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same
line-height.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-
bottom 25px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a 25px bottom margin. Margins on inline elements
do not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height.



Comparing cmpi-margin-bottom-inline2.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of
margin-bottom -10px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a -10px bottom margin. Margins
on inline elements do not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same
line-height.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-
bottom -10px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a -10px bottom margin. Margins on inline
elements do not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height.



Comparing cmpi-margin-inline1.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin 25px
and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a 25px margin. Margins on inline elements do not
affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height. However, there should
be a 25px margin to the left side of the inline box in the first line it appears, and a 25px margin to the right side of
the inline element box in the last line where it appears. Individual properties are tested here.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin
25px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a 25px margin. Margins on inline elements do not affect
line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height. However, there should be a
25px margin to the left side of the inline box in the first line it appears, and a 25px margin to the right side of the
inline element box in the last line where it appears. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cmpi-margin-inline2.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin
-10px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a -10px margin. Margins on inline elements do
not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height. However, there
should be a -10px margin to the left side of the inline box in the first line it appears, and a -10px margin to the right
side of the inline element box in the last line where it appears. Individual properties are tested here.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin
-10px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a -10px margin. Margins on inline elements do not affect
line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height. However, there should be a
-10px margin to the left side of the inline box in the first line it appears, and a -10px margin to the right side of the
inline element box in the last line where it appears. Individual properties are tested here.



Comparing cmpi-margin-left-inline1.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-left
25px and background-color of red, which should result in 25-pixel left margin only in the first line in which the inline
box appears.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-left
25px and background-color of red, which should result in 25-pixel left margin only in the first line in which the inline
box appears.



Comparing cmpi-margin-left-inline2.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-left
-10px and background-color of red, which should result in -10-pixel left margin only in the first line in which the
inline box appears.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-left
-10px and background-color of red, which should result in -10-pixel left margin only in the first line in which the inline
box appears.



Comparing cmpi-margin-right-inline1.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-right
25px and background-color of red, which should result in 25-pixel right margin only in the last line in which the
inline box appears.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-
right 25px and background-color of red, which should result in 25-pixel right margin only in the last line in which the
inline box appears.



Comparing cmpi-margin-right-inline2.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-right
-10px and background-color of red, which should result in -10-pixel right margin only in the last line in which the
inline box appears.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-
right -10px and background-color of red, which should result in -10-pixel right margin only in the last line in which the
inline box appears.



Comparing cmpi-margin-top-inline1.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-top
25px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a 25px top margin. Margins on inline elements
do not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-top
25px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a 25px top margin. Margins on inline elements do not
affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height.



Comparing cmpi-margin-top-inline2.pdf

This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-top
-10px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a -10px top margin. Margins on inline elements
do not affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height.

 This element is unstyled save for a background color of gray. However, it contains an inline element of margin-top
-10px and background-color of red, giving it a red background and a -10px top margin. Margins on inline elements do not
affect line-height calculations, so all lines in this element should have the same line-height.



Comparing crp-color-units1.pdf

This sentence should be maroon. This sentence should be maroon.



Comparing crp-color-units10.pdf

This sentence should be a shade of blue-green which, on a typical RGB computer display, exactly matches the
previous paragraph.

This sentence should be a shade of blue-green which, on a typical RGB computer display, exactly matches the
previous paragraph.



Comparing crp-color-units11.pdf

This element has a color set to rgb(100%,0%,0%) (red). This element has a color set to rgb(100%,0%,0%) (red).



Comparing crp-color-units12.pdf

This sentence should be a shade of purple which, on a typical RGB computer display, exactly matches the
previous paragraph.

This sentence should be a shade of purple which, on a typical RGB computer display, exactly matches the
previous paragraph.



Comparing crp-color-units13.pdf

This sentence should be blue. This sentence should be blue.



Comparing crp-color-units2.pdf

The color for this text was set to "#800". The color for this text was set to "#800".



Comparing crp-color-units3.pdf

This sentence should be green. This sentence should be green.



Comparing crp-color-units4.pdf

This sentence should be green. This sentence should be green.



Comparing crp-color-units5.pdf

This sentence should be green. This sentence should be green.



Comparing crp-color-units6.pdf

This sentence should be greenish. This sentence should be greenish.



Comparing crp-color-units7.pdf

This sentence should be green. This sentence should be green.



Comparing crp-color-units8.pdf

This sentence should be default, because the value given is invalid. This sentence should be default, because the value given is invalid.



Comparing crp-color-units9.pdf

The color for this text was set to "(255,-10,0)" and should resolve to "(255,0,0)" (red) as per the CSS2 specs. The color for this text was set to "(255,-10,0)" and should resolve to "(255,0,0)" (red) as per the CSS2 specs.



Comparing crp-color1.pdf

This sentence should be red. This sentence should be red.



Comparing crp-color10.pdf

This sentence should be navy. This sentence should be navy.



Comparing crp-color11.pdf

This sentence should be olive. This sentence should be olive.



Comparing crp-color12.pdf

This sentence should be purple. This sentence should be purple.



Comparing crp-color13.pdf

This sentence should be silver. This sentence should be silver.



Comparing crp-color14.pdf

This sentence should be teal. This sentence should be teal.



Comparing crp-color15.pdf

This sentence should be white on yellow background. This sentence should be white on yellow background.



Comparing crp-color16.pdf

This sentence should be yellow. This sentence should be yellow.



Comparing crp-color2.pdf

This sentence should be green. This sentence should be green.



Comparing crp-color3.pdf

This sentence should be aqua. This sentence should be aqua.



Comparing crp-color4.pdf

This sentence should be black. This sentence should be black.



Comparing crp-color5.pdf

This sentence should be blue. This sentence should be blue.



Comparing crp-color6.pdf

This sentence should be fuchsia. This sentence should be fuchsia.



Comparing crp-color7.pdf

This sentence should be gray. This sentence should be gray.



Comparing crp-color8.pdf

This sentence should be lime. This sentence should be lime.



Comparing crp-color9.pdf

This sentence should be maroon. This sentence should be maroon.



Comparing egfobackground1.pdf

the "background-color" property for image

was set to "red".
the "background-color" property for image

was set to "red".



Comparing egfobordercolor1.pdf

The border color properties for image

were set to same color (yellow).
The border color properties for image

were set to same color (yellow).



Comparing egfobordercolor2.pdf

The border color properties for image

were set to different colors.
The border color properties for image

were set to different colors.



Comparing egfoborderstyle1.pdf

The border style properties for this image

are set to "dotted".
The border style properties for this image

are set to "dotted".



Comparing egfoborderstyle2.pdf

The border style properties for this image

are set to "dashed".
The border style properties for this image

are set to "dashed".



Comparing egfoborderstyle3.pdf

The border style properties for this image

are set to "double".
The border style properties for this image

are set to "double".



Comparing egfoborderstyle4.pdf

The border style properties for this image

are set to "groove".
The border style properties for this image

are set to "groove".



Comparing egfoborderstyle5.pdf

The border style properties for this image

are set to "ridge".
The border style properties for this image

are set to "ridge".



Comparing egfoborderstyle6.pdf

The border style properties for this image

are set to "inset".
The border style properties for this image

are set to "inset".



Comparing egfoborderstyle7.pdf

The border style properties for this image

are set to "outset".
The border style properties for this image

are set to "outset".



Comparing egfoborderstyle8.pdf

The border style properties for this image

are set to "solid".
The border style properties for this image

are set to "solid".



Comparing egfoborderwidth1.pdf

width properties for image are set to

"0.3in".
width properties for image are set to

"0.3in".



Comparing egfoborderwidth2.pdf

width properties for image are set to

"thin".
width properties for image are set to

"thin".



Comparing egfoborderwidth3.pdf

width properties for image set to

"medium".
width properties for image set to

"medium".



Comparing egfoborderwidth4.pdf

width properties set to "thik".

width properties set to "thik".



Comparing egfoborderwidth5.pdf

width properties for image are set to

"thick" and no border style set for the before and after
borders.

width properties for image are set to
"thick" and no border style set for the before and after
borders.



Comparing egfocontentheight.pdf

The

"content-height" of this "external-graphic" is set to "0.5in"

The "content-height" of this "external-
graphic" is set to "0.5in"



Comparing egfocontentheightp.pdf

The

"content-height" of this "external-graphic" is set to "50%"
The

"content-height" of this "external-graphic" is set to "50%"



Comparing egfocontentheightstf.pdf

The "content-height" of this "external-graphic" is set to

"scale-to-fit"
The "content-height" of this "external-graphic" is set to

"scale-to-fit"



Comparing egfocontentwidth.pdf

The

"content-width" of this "external-graphic" is set to "0.5in"

The "content-width" of this "external-graphic" is set to
"0.5in"



Comparing egfocontentwidthp.pdf

The

"content-width" of this "external-graphic" is set to "50%"
The

"content-width" of this "external-graphic" is set to "50%"



Comparing egfocontentwidthstf.pdf

The "content-width" of this "external-graphic" is set to

"scale-to-fit"
The "content-width" of this "external-graphic" is set to

"scale-to-fit"



Comparing egfopadding1.pdf

the "padding" properties for image were

set to "0.2in".
the "padding" properties for image were

set to "0.2in".



Comparing egfopadding2.pdf

the "padding" properties for image were

set to different values (0.1in, 0.15in, 0.2in, and 0.25in.
the "padding" properties for image were

set to different values (0.1in, 0.15in, 0.2in, and 0.25in.



Comparing inl-inline-elem1.pdf

This is a paragraph that has a very long span in it, and the span has a 10px left border separated from the span by

2pt, and a left margin of 30pt. The left padding and border should be present on all sides of the span (although

vertical lines should appear only at the beginning and the end of the whole span, not on each line). The padding,

border, and margin should all be noticeable at the beginnning and end of the span. However, the line height should

not be changed by any of them, so the margin should be unnoticeable and the border should overlap text on other

lines. The line spacing in the whole paragraph should be 200% of the font size.

This is a paragraph that has a very long span in it, and the span has a 10px left border separated from the span

by 2pt, and a left margin of 30pt. The left padding and border should be present on all sides of the span (although vertical lines

should appear only at the beginning and the end of the whole span, not on each line). The padding, border, and margin should all

be noticeable at the beginnning and end of the span. However, the line height should not be changed by any of them, so the

margin should be unnoticeable and the border should overlap text on other lines. The line spacing in the whole paragraph

should be 200% of the font size.



Comparing inl-inline-elem2.pdf

This is a paragraph that has a very long span in it, and the span has a 12px border separated from the span by 2pt of left padding (the
difference between the line height and the font size), which should overlap with the lines of text above and below the span, since the
padding and border should not affect the line height. The span's border should have vertical lines only at the beginning and end of the
whole span, not on each line. The line spacing in the whole paragraph should be 12pt, with font size 10pt.

This is a paragraph that has a very long span in it, and the span has a 12px border separated from the span by 2pt of left padding (the
difference between the line height and the font size), which should overlap with the lines of text above and below the span, since the padding and border
should not affect the line height. The span's border should have vertical lines only at the beginning and end of the whole span, not on each line. The line
spacing in the whole paragraph should be 12pt, with font size 10pt.



Comparing lbfobackground1.pdf

The four border color properties for this list block are set to
"red".

The four border color properties for this list block are set
to "red".



Comparing lbfobackground2.pdf

The four border color properties for this list block are set to
different colors (red, aqua, blue and green).

The four border color properties for this list block are set
to different colors (red, aqua, blue and green).



Comparing lbfoborderstyle1.pdf

The four style properties for this list block are set to "dotted". The four style properties for this list block are set to
"dotted".



Comparing lbfoborderstyle2.pdf

The four style properties for this list block are set to
"dashed".

The four style properties for this list block are set to
"dashed".



Comparing lbfoborderstyle3.pdf

The four style properties for this list block are set to "double". The four style properties for this list block are set to
"double".



Comparing lbfoborderstyle4.pdf

The four style properties for this list block are set to "groove". The four style properties for this list block are set to
"groove".



Comparing lbfoborderstyle5.pdf

The four style properties for this list block are set to "ridge". The four style properties for this list block are set to
"ridge".



Comparing lbfoborderstyle6.pdf

The four style properties for this list block are set to "inset". The four style properties for this list block are set to
"inset".



Comparing lbfoborderstyle7.pdf

The four style properties for this list block are set to "outset". The four style properties for this list block are set to
"outset".



Comparing lbfoborderstyle8.pdf

The four style properties for this list block are set to "solid". The four style properties for this list block are set to
"solid".



Comparing lbfoborderwidth1.pdf

The four width properties for this list block are set to "0.2in". The four width properties for this list block are set to
"0.2in".



Comparing lbfoborderwidth2.pdf

The four width properties for this list block are set to "thin". The four width properties for this list block are set to
"thin".



Comparing lbfoborderwidth3.pdf

The four width properties for this list block are set to
"medium".

The four width properties for this list block are set to
"medium".



Comparing lbfoborderwidth4.pdf

The four width properties for this list block are set to "thick". The four width properties for this list block are set to
"thick".



Comparing lbfoborderwidth5.pdf

The four width properties for this list block are set to "thick"
with no before and after style defined.

The four width properties for this list block are set to
"thick" with no before and after style defined.



Comparing lbfobreakafter1.pdf

This page generate two pages. This text should appear on
page number one.
This text should appear on page number two.

This page generate two pages. This text should appear
on page number one.
This text should appear on page number two.



Comparing lbfobreakafter2.pdf

This page generate two pages. This text should appear on
page number one.
This text should appear on page number two.

This page generate two pages. This text should appear
on page number one.
This text should appear on page number two.



Comparing lbfobreakafter3.pdf

This page generate four pages (page number three should
be empty). This text should appear on page number one.
This text should appear on page number two.
This text should appear on page number four.

This page generate four pages (page number three
should be empty). This text should appear on page
number one.
This text should appear on page number two.
This text should appear on page number four.



Comparing lbfobreakafter4.pdf

This page generate three pages (page number two should
be empty). This text should appear on page number one.
This text should appear on page number three.

This page generate three pages (page number two
should be empty). This text should appear on page
number one.
This text should appear on page number three.



Comparing lbfobreakafter5.pdf

This page generate three pages. This text should appear on
page number one.
This text should appear on page number two.
This text should appear on page number three.

This page generate three pages. This text should
appear on page number one.
This text should appear on page number two.
This text should appear on page number three.



Comparing lbfobreakbefore1.pdf

This page generate two pages. This text should appear on
page number one.
This text should appear on page number two.

This page generate two pages. This text should appear
on page number one.
This text should appear on page number two.



Comparing lbfobreakbefore2.pdf

This page generate two pages. This text should appear on
page number one.
This text should appear on page number two.

This page generate two pages. This text should appear
on page number one.
This text should appear on page number two.



Comparing lbfobreakbefore3.pdf

This page generate four pages (page number three should
be empty). This text should appear on page number one.
This text should appear on page number two.
This text should appear on page number four.

This page generate four pages (page number three
should be empty). This text should appear on page
number one.
This text should appear on page number two.
This text should appear on page number four.



Comparing lbfobreakbefore4.pdf

This page generate three pages (page number two should
be empty). This text should appear on page number one.
This text should appear on page number three.

This page generate three pages (page number two
should be empty). This text should appear on page
number one.
This text should appear on page number three.



Comparing lbfoendindent1.pdf

1)The "end-indent" on this "block-list" was set to "0.5in". 1) The "end-indent" on this "block-list" was set to "0.5in".



Comparing lbfomarginbottom1.pdf

1)The "margin-Bottom" for this list-block was set to "0.5in".
Use this text as reference to check the 0.5inches for margin
of the list-block.

1) The "margin-Bottom" for this list-block was set to "0.5in".
Use this text as reference to check the 0.5inches for margin
of the list-block.



Comparing lbfomarginbottom2.pdf

1)The "margin-Bottom" for this list-block was set to "inherit"
(set to "0.5in" at parent).
Use this text as reference to check the 0.5inches for margin
of the list-block.

1) The "margin-Bottom" for this list-block was set to
"inherit" (set to "0.5in" at parent).

Use this text as reference to check the 0.5inches for margin
of the list-block.



Comparing lbfomarginleft1.pdf

1)The "margin-left" for this list-block was set to "0.5in". 1) The "margin-left" for this list-block was set to "0.5in".



Comparing lbfomarginleft2.pdf

1)The "margin-left" for this list-block was set to "inherit"
(set to "0.5in" at parent).

1) The "margin-left" for this list-block was set to "inherit"
(set to "0.5in" at parent).



Comparing lbfomarginright1.pdf

1)The "margin-right" for this
list-block was set to "2.0in".

1) The "margin-right" for this list-block was set to "2.0in".



Comparing lbfomarginright2.pdf

1)The "margin-right" for this list-block was set to
"inherit" (set to "1.0in" at parent).

1) The "margin-right" for this list-block was set to "inherit"
(set to "1.0in" at parent).



Comparing lbfomargintop1.pdf

Use this text as reference to check the "list-block" below".
1)The "margin-top" for this list-block was set to "0.5in".

Use this text as reference to check the "list-block" below".
1) The "margin-top" for this list-block was set to "0.5in".



Comparing lbfomargintop2.pdf

Use this text as reference to check the "list-block" below".
1)The "margin-top" for this list-block was set to "inherit" (set to
"0.5in" at parent).

Use this text as reference to check the "list-block" below".
1) The "margin-top" for this list-block was set to "inherit"

(set to "0.5in" at parent).



Comparing lbfoprovisionaldbs1.pdf

1)The "provisional-distance-between starts" for this list-block
was set to 40pt.

1) The "provisional-distance-between starts" for this list-
block was set to 40pt.



Comparing lbfoprovisionaldbs2.pdf

1)The "provisional-distance-between starts" for this list-block
was set to 30pt.
1)The "provisional-distance-between starts" for this list-block
was set to 40pt.

1) The "provisional-distance-between starts" for this list-
block was set to 30pt.

1) The "provisional-distance-between starts" for this list-
block was set to 40pt.



Comparing lbfoprovisionalls1.pdf

1)The "provisional-label-separation" for this list-block was set
to 30pt.

1) The "provisional-label-separation" for this list-block was
set to 30pt.



Comparing lbfospaceafter1.pdf

1)The "space-after" on this "block-list" was set to "1.0in"

Use this text as reference on previous block-list.

1) The "space-after" on this "block-list" was set to "1.0in"
Use this text as reference on previous block-list.



Comparing lbfospaceafter2.pdf

1)The "space-after" on this "block-list" was set to "inherit" (set
to "1.0in" at parent).
Use this text as reference on previous block-list.

1) The "space-after" on this "block-list" was set to "inherit"
(set to "1.0in" at parent).

Use this text as reference on previous block-list.



Comparing lbfospacebefore1.pdf

Use this text as reference on next block-list.

1)The "space-before" on this "block-list" was set to "1.0in"

Use this text as reference on next block-list.
1) The "space-before" on this "block-list" was set to "1.0in"



Comparing lbfospacebefore2.pdf

Use this text as reference on next block-list.
1)The "space-before" on this "block-list" was set to "inherit"
(set to "1.0in" at parent).

Use this text as reference on next block-list.
1) The "space-before" on this "block-list" was set to

"inherit" (set to "1.0in" at parent).



Comparing lbfostartindent1.pdf

1)The "start-indent" on this "block-list" was set to
"0.5in".

1) The "start-indent" on this "block-list" was set to "0.5in".



Comparing libfostartindent1.pdf

1) The "start-indent" for the list item body in this list was
set to 40pt.

1) The "start-indent" for the list item body in this list was set
to 40pt.



Comparing libfostartindent2.pdf

1) The "start-indent" for the list item body in this list was
set to 30pt.

1) The "start-indent" for the list item body in this list was
set to 40pt.

1) The "start-indent" for the list item body in this list was set
to 30pt.

1) The "start-indent" for the list item body in this list was set
to 40pt.



Comparing lifobackground.pdf

1)The background color for this list item should be "aqua".
2)The background color for this list item should be "red".

1) The background color for this list item should be "aqua".
2) The background color for this list item should be "red".



Comparing lifobordercolor1.pdf

1)All four border colors for this list item are set to "red". 1) All four border colors for this list item are set to "red".



Comparing lifobordercolor2.pdf

1)All four border colors for this list item are set to different
colors (red,aqua,blue and green).

1) All four border colors for this list item are set to different
colors (red,aqua,blue and green).



Comparing lifobordercolor3.pdf

1)All four border color properties for this list item are set using
"inherit" (set "red" at parent).

1) All four border color properties for this list item are set
using "inherit" (set "red" at parent).



Comparing lifobordercolor4.pdf

1)Only the "border-before-color" property for this list item was
set using "inherit" (set "blue" at parent).

1) Only the "border-before-color" property for this list item
was set using "inherit" (set "blue" at parent).



Comparing lifobordercolor5.pdf

1)Only the "border-after-color" property for this list item was set
using "inherit" (set "blue" at parent).

1) Only the "border-after-color" property for this list item
was set using "inherit" (set "blue" at parent).



Comparing lifobordercolor6.pdf

1)Only the "border-start-color" property for this list item was set
using "inherit" (set "blue" at parent).

1) Only the "border-start-color" property for this list item
was set using "inherit" (set "blue" at parent).



Comparing lifobordercolor7.pdf

1)Only the "border-end-color" property for this list item was set
using "inherit" (set "blue" at parent).

1) Only the "border-end-color" property for this list item
was set using "inherit" (set "blue" at parent).



Comparing lifoborderstyle1.pdf

1)The border style for this list item should be "dotted". 1) The border style for this list item should be "dotted".



Comparing lifoborderstyle10.pdf

1)Only the "border-before-style" property (dotted) for this list
item was gotten by specifying "inherit" (may also show the
list block before style) .

1) Only the "border-before-style" property (dotted) for this
list item was gotten by specifying "inherit" (may also
show the list block before style) .



Comparing lifoborderstyle11.pdf

1)Only the "border-after-style" property (dotted) for this list item
was gotten by specifying "inherit" (may also show the list
block after style) .

1) Only the "border-after-style" property (dotted) for this list
item was gotten by specifying "inherit" (may also show
the list block after style) .



Comparing lifoborderstyle12.pdf

1)Only the "border-start-style" property (dotted) for this list item
was gotten by specifying "inherit" (may also show the list
block start style).

1) Only the "border-start-style" property (dotted) for this list
item was gotten by specifying "inherit" (may also show
the list block start style).



Comparing lifoborderstyle13.pdf

1)Only the "border-end-style" property (dotted) for this list item
was gotten by specifying "inherit" (may also show the list
block end style).

1) Only the "border-end-style" property (dotted) for this list
item was gotten by specifying "inherit" (may also show
the list block end style).



Comparing lifoborderstyle2.pdf

1)The border style for this list item should be "dashed". 1) The border style for this list item should be "dashed".



Comparing lifoborderstyle3.pdf

1)The border style for this list item should be "double". 1) The border style for this list item should be "double".



Comparing lifoborderstyle4.pdf

1)The border style for this list item should be "groove". 1) The border style for this list item should be "groove".



Comparing lifoborderstyle5.pdf

1)The border style for this list item should be "ridge". 1) The border style for this list item should be "ridge".



Comparing lifoborderstyle6.pdf

1)The border style for this list item should be "inset". 1) The border style for this list item should be "inset".



Comparing lifoborderstyle7.pdf

1)The border style for this list item should be "outset". 1) The border style for this list item should be "outset".



Comparing lifoborderstyle8.pdf

1)The border style for this list item should be "solid". 1) The border style for this list item should be "solid".



Comparing lifoborderstyle9.pdf

1)The border style properties (solid) for this list item were
gotten by specifying "inherit".

1) The border style properties (solid) for this list item were
gotten by specifying "inherit".



Comparing lifoborderwidth1.pdf

1)The border width for this list item is set to "0.3in". 1) The border width for this list item is set to "0.3in".



Comparing lifoborderwidth10.pdf

1)Only the "border-end-width" property for this list item was set
"inherit" ("thin" value at parent).

1) Only the "border-end-width" property for this list item
was set "inherit" ("thin" value at parent).



Comparing lifoborderwidth2.pdf

1)The border width for this list item is set to "thin". 1) The border width for this list item is set to "thin".



Comparing lifoborderwidth3.pdf

1)The border width for this list item is set to "medium". 1) The border width for this list item is set to "medium".



Comparing lifoborderwidth4.pdf

1)The border width for this list item is set to "thick". 1) The border width for this list item is set to "thick".



Comparing lifoborderwidth5.pdf

1)The border width for this list item is set to "thick", however
the before and after border should not be drawn (no style
specified).

1) The border width for this list item is set to "thick",
however the before and after border should not be
drawn (no style specified).



Comparing lifoborderwidth6.pdf

1)The border width properties for this list item were set "inherit"
("thick" value at parent).

1) The border width properties for this list item were set
"inherit" ("thick" value at parent).



Comparing lifoborderwidth7.pdf

1)Only the "border-before-width" property for this list item was
set "inherit" ("thin" value at parent).

1) Only the "border-before-width" property for this list item
was set "inherit" ("thin" value at parent).



Comparing lifoborderwidth8.pdf

1)Only the "border-after-width" property for this list item was
set "inherit" ("thin" value at parent).

1) Only the "border-after-width" property for this list item
was set "inherit" ("thin" value at parent).



Comparing lifoborderwidth9.pdf

1)Only the "border-start-width" property for this list item was
set "inherit" ("thin" value at parent).

1) Only the "border-start-width" property for this list item
was set "inherit" ("thin" value at parent).



Comparing lifobreakafter1.pdf

1)This is item 1 from of a list of two items (should be on first
page)
1)This is item 2 from a list of two items (should be on second
page)

1) This is item 1 from of a list of two items (should be on
first page)

1) This is item 2 from a list of two items (should be on
second page)



Comparing lifobreakafter2.pdf

1)This test generates three pages. This is item 1 from of a list
of two items (second page should be empty)
2)This is item 2 from a list of two items (should be on third
page)

1) This test generates three pages. This is item 1 from of a
list of two items (second page should be empty)

2) This is item 2 from a list of two items (should be on third
page)



Comparing lifobreakafter3.pdf

1)This test generates two pages. This is item 1 from of a list of
two items
2)This is item 2 from a list of two items (should be on second
page)

1) This test generates two pages. This is item 1 from of a
list of two items

2) This is item 2 from a list of two items (should be on
second page)



Comparing lifobreakafter4.pdf

1)This test generates four pages. This is item 1 from of a list of
three items (Page three should be empty)
2)This is item 2 from a list of three items (should be on second
page)
2)This is item 3 from a list of three items (should be on fourth
page)

1) This test generates four pages. This is item 1 from of a
list of three items (Page three should be empty)

2) This is item 2 from a list of three items (should be on
second page)

2) This is item 3 from a list of three items (should be on
fourth page)



Comparing lifobreakbefore1.pdf

1)This test generates two pages. This is item 1 from of a list of
two items.
2)This is item 2 from a list of two items (should be on second
page)

1) This test generates two pages. This is item 1 from of a
list of two items.

2) This is item 2 from a list of two items (should be on
second page)



Comparing lifobreakbefore2.pdf

1)This test generate two pages. This is item 1 from of a list of
two items (this text should be on the first page).
2)This is item 2 from a list of two items (should be on second
page)

1) This test generate two pages. This is item 1 from of a
list of two items (this text should be on the first page).

2) This is item 2 from a list of two items (should be on
second page)



Comparing lifobreakbefore3.pdf

1)This test generate four pages (page number three should be
blank). This is item 1 from of a list of three items (this text
should be on the first page).
2)This is item 2 from a list of three items (should be on second
page)
2)This is item 3 from a list of three items (should be on the
fourth page)

1) This test generate four pages (page number three
should be blank). This is item 1 from of a list of three
items (this text should be on the first page).

2) This is item 2 from a list of three items (should be on
second page)

2) This is item 3 from a list of three items (should be on the
fourth page)



Comparing lifopadding1.pdf

1)All four border padding properties for this list item are set to
"0.2in".

1) All four border padding properties for this list item are
set to "0.2in".



Comparing lifopadding2.pdf

1)The four padding properties for this list item are set to
different values (0.1in, 0.15in, 0.2in and 0.25in).

1) The four padding properties for this list item are set to
different values (0.1in, 0.15in, 0.2in and 0.25in).



Comparing lilfostartindent1.pdf

1)The "start-indent" for the label in this list was set to 5pt. 1) The "start-indent" for the label in this list was set to 5pt.



Comparing lilfostartindent2.pdf

1)The "start-indent" for the label in this list item was set to 5pt.
1)The "start-indent" for the label in this list item was set to

10pt.

1) The "start-indent" for the label in this list item was set to
5pt.

1) The "start-indent" for the label in this list item was set to
10pt.



Comparing misc-comments1.pdf

This element's background should be default, because style is commented out. This element's background should be default, because style is commented out.



Comparing misc-comments2.pdf

This element's color should be green, and default font-size, because 100px font-size style is commented out, but
green style is not.

This element's color should be green, and default font-size, because 100px font-size style is commented out, but
green style is not.



Comparing misc-hformatting1.pdf

This text is inside an element. The border, padding, and margins for this paragraph
should line up with the boundaries denoted; the edges of the light blue background
should line up with the boundary between "padding" and "border" which would be as
indicated. There should be no top or bottom margin; anything above or below should
be flush with this paragraph.

This text is inside an element. The border, padding, and margins for this paragraph should line up
with the boundaries denoted; the edges of the light blue background should line up with the
boundary between "padding" and "border" which would be as indicated. There should be no top or
bottom margin; anything above or below should be flush with this paragraph.



Comparing misc-hformatting10.pdf

Because this paragaph has width 100%, the auto margins become zero so, it should not be centered. Because this paragaph has width 100%, the auto margins become zero so, it should not be centered.



Comparing misc-hformatting2.pdf

This paragraph have a left margin of ten pixels. This paragraph have a left margin of ten pixels.



Comparing misc-hformatting3.pdf

Due to 'auto' values applied to the right margin, the element should be left justified within its parent. The gray
rectangle should therefore appear on the left edge of the viewport (e.g., the browser window). The text inside the
gray rectangle should not be centered.

Due to 'auto' values applied to the right margin, the element should be left justified within its parent. The gray
rectangle should therefore appear on the left edge of the viewport (e.g., the browser window). The text inside the
gray rectangle should not be centered.



Comparing misc-hformatting4.pdf

Due to 'auto' values applied to the left and right margins, the element should be centered within its parent. The gray
rectangle should therefore appear in the middle of the viewport (e.g., the browser window). The text inside the gray
rectangle should not be centered.

Due to 'auto' values applied to the left and right margins, the element should be centered within its parent. The gray
rectangle should therefore appear in the middle of the viewport (e.g., the browser window). The text inside the gray
rectangle should not be centered.



Comparing misc-hformatting5.pdf

Due to 'auto' values applied to the left margin, the element should be right justified within its parent. The gray
rectangle should therefore appear on the right edge of the viewport (e.g., the browser window). The text inside the
gray rectangle should not be centered.

Due to 'auto' values applied to the left margin, the element should be right justified within its parent. The gray
rectangle should therefore appear on the right edge of the viewport (e.g., the browser window). The text inside the
gray rectangle should not be centered.



Comparing misc-hformatting6.pdf

This test sets the left margin to auto and the right margin to "0px". This test sets the left margin to auto and the right margin to "0px".



Comparing misc-hformatting7.pdf

This test sets the left margin to "0in" and the right margin to "auto". This test sets the left margin to "0in" and the right margin to "auto".



Comparing misc-hformatting8.pdf

This test sets the left and right margin to "auto". The background should be gray. This test sets the left and right margin to "auto". The background should be gray.



Comparing misc-hformatting9.pdf

Since auto is an invalid value for padding, the right-margin of this paragraph should be reset to auto and thus be
expanded to 50% and it should only occupy the left half of the viewport.



Comparing misc-len-units1.pdf

This element has no left margin. The following elements have all been given a left margin and their left (outer)
edges should therefore be appropriately shifted to the right of this paragraph's left edge.

This element has no left margin. The following elements have all been given a left margin and their left (outer)
edges should therefore be appropriately shifted to the right of this paragraph's left edge.



Comparing misc-len-units10.pdf

This element should have a left margin of 3 picas (the plus sign in the style should make no difference). This element should have a left margin of 3 picas (the plus sign in the style should make no difference).



Comparing misc-len-units11.pdf

This element has a font-size of
40px and a border-left of 1in solid
purple. This should make the left
border solid purple. Here is some
extra text to fill out the paragraph.

This element has a font-size of
40px and a border-left of 1in solid
purple. This should make the left
border solid purple. Here is some
extra text to fill out the paragraph.



Comparing misc-len-units2.pdf

This element should have a left margin of 3em. This element should have a left margin of 3em.



Comparing misc-len-units3.pdf

This element should have a left margin of 2.5in. This element should have a left margin of 2.5in.



Comparing misc-len-units4.pdf

This element should have a left margin of 3.6 inches. This element should have a left margin of 3.6 inches.



Comparing misc-len-units5.pdf

This element should have a left margin of half an inch. This element should have a left margin of half an inch.



Comparing misc-len-units6.pdf

This element should have a left margin of 1.27cm. This element should have a left margin of 1.27cm.



Comparing misc-len-units7.pdf

This element should have a left margin of 12.7mm. This element should have a left margin of 12.7mm.



Comparing misc-len-units8.pdf

This element should have a left margin of 36 points. This element should have a left margin of 36 points.



Comparing misc-len-units9.pdf

This element should have a left margin of 3 picas. This element should have a left margin of 3 picas.



Comparing misc-linking1.pdf

This sentence should be red. This sentence should be red.



Comparing misc-list.pdf

item1
item2
item3
item4
item5

item1
item2
item3
item4
item5



Comparing misc-list1.pdf

item1
item2
item3
item4
item5

item1

item2

item3

item4

item5



Comparing misc-list2.pdf

This is the first list item, with a lot of text to see if the text wraps around to the correct left indentation when the end
of line is reached. The correct indentation should be aligned with the line above, not with the image used as the list
item marker. This marker should be an orange square.
This is the second list item, with a lot of text to see if the text wraps around to the correct left indentation when the
end of line is reached. The correct indentation should be aligned with the line above, not with the image used as
the list item marker. This marker should be an orange square.

This is the first list item, with a lot of text to see if the text wraps around to the correct left indentation when the
end of line is reached. The correct indentation should be aligned with the line above, not with the image used
as the list item marker. This marker should be an orange square.
This is the second list item, with a lot of text to see if the text wraps around to the correct left indentation when
the end of line is reached. The correct indentation should be aligned with the line above, not with the image
used as the list item marker. This marker should be an orange square.



Comparing misc-parsing1.pdf

This paragraph should be green, with a background color of red. This paragraph should be green, with a background color of red.



Comparing misc-parsing2.pdf

This paragraph should be maroon color. Here is some extra text to show this color This paragraph should be maroon color. Here is some extra text to show this color



Comparing misc-parsing3.pdf

This paragraph should have the default background color, since the keyword here is bogus. This paragraph should have the default background color, since the keyword here is bogus.



Comparing misc-parsing4.pdf

This paragraph should be red, since the property value was set to the keyword "red". This paragraph should be red, since the property value was set to the keyword "red".



Comparing misc-parsing5.pdf

This paragraph should be white letters with a black background. This paragraph should be white letters with a black background.



Comparing misc-parsing6.pdf

This paragraph should be red. Here is some extra text to fill out the paragraph. This paragraph should be red. Here is some extra text to fill out the paragraph.



Comparing misc-parsing7.pdf

This paragraph should be green. Here is some extra text to fill out the paragraph. This paragraph should be green. Here is some extra text to fill out the paragraph.



Comparing misc-perc-units1.pdf

This paragraph should be centered horizontally along the width of the page and its width should be half of the width
of the page. Its background should be silver.



Comparing misc-perc-units2.pdf

This paragraph should be right-aligned along the width of the page and its width should be half of the width of the
page. Its background should be yellow.



Comparing misc-perc-units3.pdf

This paragraph should have a left margin of 25% (.25in) of its conatining block. The background color should be
aqua.



Comparing misc-replelem1.pdf

The above image should be a 50px(width) square. The above image should be a 50px(width) square.



Comparing misc-replelem2.pdf

The above image should be a 50px (width="50px" height="auto") square. The above image should be a 50px (width="50px" height="auto") square.



Comparing misc-replelem3.pdf

The second image should be a square resized to 50% (width) of the first image. The second image should be a square resized to 50% (width) of the first image.



Comparing misc-replelem4.pdf

The above image should be a square resized so that its height is 50% of the top image. The above image should be a square resized so that its height is 50% of the top image.



Comparing misc-replelem5.pdf

The content-height of this image was set 50px. The content-height of this image was set 50px.



Comparing recarea8.pdf

 This block contains an inline-progression-dimension of 2.0 inches
and a block-progression-dimension="auto". 
 This block contains an inline-progression-dimension of 4.0 inches
and a block-progression-dimension="auto". 



Comparing recarea9.pdf

 This block contains a block-progression-dimension of 0.4 inches and
an inline-progression-dimension="auto" and there may be some text
that overflows that dimension and may not be shown in this area. 

 This block contains a block-progression-dimension of 0.5 inches and
an inline-progression-dimension="auto" and there may be some text
that overflows that dimension and not be shown in this area. 



Comparing renderingmodel1.pdf

Background Mark 1
Background Mark 2
Background Mark 3

Background Mark 1
Background Mark 2
Background Mark 3



Comparing renderingmodel9.pdf

Area with blue border-rectangle.

Area with red border-rectangle.

Area with aqua border-rectangle.

 Area with blue border-rectangle. 
 Area with red border-rectangle. 

 Area with aqua border-rectangle. 



Comparing stdxmlfile.pdf

The next two lines of text should overlap.

This is line 1.This is line 2, overlaps line 1.
The next two lines of text should overlap.

This is line 1. This is line 2, overlaps line 1. 



Skipping result tafoborderstyle1.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderstyle1.pdf

Skipping result tafoborderstyle2.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderstyle2.pdf

Skipping result tafoborderstyle3.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderstyle3.pdf

Skipping result tafoborderstyle4.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderstyle4.pdf

Skipping result tafoborderstyle5.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderstyle5.pdf

Skipping result tafoborderstyle6.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderstyle6.pdf

Skipping result tafoborderstyle7.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderstyle7.pdf

Skipping result tafoborderstyle8.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderstyle8.pdf

Skipping result tafoborderwidth1.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderwidth1.pdf

Skipping result tafoborderwidth2.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderwidth2.pdf

Skipping result tafoborderwidth3.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderwidth3.pdf

Skipping result tafoborderwidth4.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderwidth4.pdf

Skipping result tafoborderwidth5.pdf

Skipping reference tafoborderwidth5.pdf

Skipping result tafocolor1.pdf

Skipping reference tafocolor1.pdf



Skipping result tafocolor2.pdf

Skipping reference tafocolor2.pdf

Skipping result tafoheightwidth.pdf

Skipping reference tafoheightwidth.pdf

Skipping result tafowritingm1.pdf

Skipping reference tafowritingm1.pdf



Comparing tcfobackground1.pdf

table cell (red) table cell (red)



Comparing tcfobackground2.pdf

Cell Number 1 (red) Cell Number 2 (aqua) Cell Number 1 (red) Cell Number 2 (aqua)



Comparing tcfobackground3.pdf

This table cell got its
yellow background color
by specifying "inherit" in its
"background-color"
property.

This table cell got its
yellow background color
by specifying "inherit" in its
"background-color"
property.



Comparing tcfobordercolor1.pdf

All four border colors of
this cell are set to "blue"

All four border colors of
this cell are set to "blue"



Comparing tcfoborderstyle1.pdf

The style of
this cell's
border
should be
dotted

The style of
this cell's
border
should be
dotted



Comparing tcfoborderstyle10.pdf

Only the
"border-before-style"
property
(dotted) of
this table cell
was gotten
by specifying
"inherit" in its
style
properties.

Only the
"border-
before-style"
property
(dotted) of
this table cell
was gotten
by specifying
"inherit" in its
style
properties.



Comparing tcfoborderstyle11.pdf

Only the
"border-after-style"
property
(dotted) of
this table cell
was gotten
by specifying
"inherit" in its
style
properties.

Only the
"border-after-
style"
property
(dotted) of
this table cell
was gotten
by specifying
"inherit" in its
style
properties.



Comparing tcfoborderstyle12.pdf

Only the
"border-start-style"
property
(dotted) of
this table cell
was gotten
by specifying
"inherit" in its
style
properties.

Only the
"border-start-
style"
property
(dotted) of
this table cell
was gotten
by specifying
"inherit" in its
style
properties.



Comparing tcfoborderstyle13.pdf

Only the
"border-end-style"
property
(dotted) of
this table cell
was gotten
by specifying
"inherit" in its
style
properties.

Only the
"border-end-
style"
property
(dotted) of
this table cell
was gotten
by specifying
"inherit" in its
style
properties.



Comparing tcfoborderstyle2.pdf

The style of
this cell's
border
should be
dashed

The style of
this cell's
border
should be
dashed



Comparing tcfoborderstyle3.pdf

The style of
this cell's
border
should be
two double
solid lines

The style of
this cell's
border
should be
two double
solid lines



Comparing tcfoborderstyle4.pdf

The style of
this cell's
border is set
to "groove"

The style of
this cell's
border is set
to "groove"



Comparing tcfoborderstyle5.pdf

The style of
this cell's
border is set
to "ridge"

The style of
this cell's
border is set
to "ridge"



Comparing tcfoborderstyle6.pdf

The style of
this cell's
border is set
to "inset"

The style of
this cell's
border is set
to "inset"



Comparing tcfoborderstyle7.pdf

The style of
this cell's
border is set
to "outset"

The style of
this cell's
border is set
to "outset"



Comparing tcfoborderstyle8.pdf

The style of
this cell's
border
should be a
solid line.

The style of
this cell's
border
should be a
solid line.



Comparing tcfoborderstyle9.pdf

The style
properties
(solid) of this
table cell
were gotten
by specifying
"inherit" in its
style
properties.

The style
properties
(solid) of this
table cell
were gotten
by specifying
"inherit" in its
style
properties.



Comparing tcfoborderwidth1.pdf

All four border widths
of this cell are set to
0.3 inches.

All four border widths of
this cell are set to 0.3
inches.



Comparing tcfoborderwidth2.pdf

All four border widths of
this cell are set to "thin"

All four border widths of
this cell are set to "thin"



Comparing tcfoborderwidth3.pdf

All four border widths of
this cell are set to
"medium"

All four border widths of
this cell are set to
"medium"



Comparing tcfoborderwidth4.pdf

All four border widths of
this cell are set to "thick"

All four border widths of
this cell are set to "thick"



Comparing tcfoborderwidth5.pdf

This cell should not have
any top and bottom
borders.

This cell should not have
any top and bottom
borders.



Comparing tcfocolumnnumber.pdf

This is the
second cell,
however this
text should
appear in
column 1.

This is the
third cell,
however this
text should
appear in
column 2.

This is the
first cell,
however, this
text should
appear in
column 3

This is the
first cell,
however, this
text should
appear in
column 3

This is the
second cell,
however this
text should
appear in
column 1.

This is the
third cell,
however this
text should
appear in
column 2.



Comparing tcfocolumnsspanned.pdf

This cell
spans one
column

This cells spans two
columns

This cell
spans one
column

This cells
spans two
columns



Comparing tcfoempty1.pdf

The next cell
is empty and
should be
shown with
an aqua
color.

The next cell
is empty and
should be
shown with
an aqua
color.



Comparing tcfoempty2.pdf

The next cell
is empty and
should not
be shown at
all.

The next cell
is empty and
should not
be shown at
all.



Comparing tcfoheight.pdf

this cell is
"1.0in" height

This cell is
"2.0in" height

this cell is
"1.0in" height

This cell is
"2.0in" height



Comparing tcfopadding1.pdf

The padding width for
all four borders of this
cell are set to "0.1in"

The padding width for all
four borders of this cell are
set to "0.1in"



Comparing tcforowsspanned.pdf

This cell
spans one
row
This cells
spans two
rows

This cell
spans one
row
This cells
spans two
rows



Comparing tcfowidth.pdf

this cell is
"1.0in" wide

This cell is "2.0in" wide this cell is
"1.0in" wide

This cell is "2.0in" wide



Comparing tcofobackground.pdf

This is a red
table column.

This is a blue
table column.

This is a
yellow table
column.

This is a red
table column.

This is a blue
table column.

This is a
yellow table
column.



Comparing tcofovisibilityh.pdf

This should the only text shown by this test. This text should not be shown at all. This should the only text shown by this test. This text should not be shown at all.



Comparing tcofowidth.pdf

this is a table-column with "width" set to 4 inches this is a table-column with "width" set to 4 inches



Skipping result trfobackground.pdf

Skipping reference trfobackground.pdf

Skipping result trfobreakafter1.pdf

Skipping reference trfobreakafter1.pdf



Comparing trfobreakafter2.pdf

This test generates four pages (page
number three should be empty). This
row should appear on the first page.

This test generates four pages (page
number three should be empty). This
row should appear on the first page.
This row should appear on the second
page.
This row should appear on the fourth
page.



Comparing trfobreakafter3.pdf

This test generates three pages (page
number two should be empty). This row
should appear on the first page.

This test generates three pages (page
number two should be empty). This row
should appear on the first page.
This row should appear on the third
page.



Comparing trfobreakafter4.pdf

This test generate two pages. This text should appear on the first
page.

This test generate two pages. This text should appear on the first
page.
This text should appear on the second.



Comparing trfobreakafter5.pdf

This test generate three pages. This text should appear on the first
page.

This test generate three pages. This text should appear on the first
page.
This text should appear on the second.
This text should appear on the third.



Comparing trfobreakbefore1.pdf

This test generate two pages. This text should appear on the first
page.

This test generate two pages. This text should appear on the first
page.
This text should appear on the second.



Comparing trfobreakbefore2.pdf

This test generate two pages. This text should appear on the first
page.

This test generate two pages. This text should appear on the first
page.
This text should appear on the second.



Comparing trfobreakbefore3.pdf

This test generate four pages (page number three should be blank).
This text should appear on the first page.

This test generate four pages (page number three should be blank).
This text should appear on the first page.
This text should appear on the second page.
This text should appear on the fourth page.



Comparing trfobreakbefore4.pdf

This test generate three pages (page number two should be blank).
This text should appear on the first page.

This test generate three pages (page number two should be blank).
This text should appear on the first page.
This text should appear on the third page.



Skipping result trfoheight.pdf

Skipping reference trfoheight.pdf


